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Two roads diverged in a wood, and I–

I took the one less traveled by,

And that has made all the difference.

– Robert Frost





Abstract

As the increasing interest in MeV range neutrons for applied physics studies, the

development of dedicated fast neutron-based instruments, which have the capabilities to

deal with complex background and to measure high counting rate (MHz), is demanded.

Fast neutron measurements are especially playing key roles in plasma diagnostics on

thermonuclear fusion experiments and in study of neutron damage at spallation sources,

on which neutrons are produced by the DD or DT fusion reactions and by spallation

reactions with high energy protons incident on heavy target, respectively.

This thesis presents the development both on a fast response scintillation detector

that has been developed as a neutron emission monitor for deuterium beam diagnostics

on large current negative beam test facility (like ELISE and SPIDER), and on the design

and test of Telescope Proton Recoil (TPR) neutron spectrometers dedicated for neutron

spectrum measurements on the fast neutron beam line ChipIr at ISIS. These instruments

have been studied at accelerator-based platforms, tested at the ISIS spallation neutron

source, as well as been applied in dedicated experiments on ELISE. Development of

the two types of fast neutron-based instruments in applications to fusion and spallation

neutron sources are presented in the following two parts:

(1). Measurement of the deuterium beam-target neutron emission that occurs when

the deuterium beam penetrates in the metallic dump of the NBI (neutral beam injec-

tion) prototype has been proposed as a means of diagnostics on beam homogeneity at

SPIDER and MITICA. In order to derive the deuterium beam profile by measuring

the produced neutrons from the D(d, n)3He reactions between the deuterium beam and

deuterons previously implanted in the beam dump, a relative model should be built to

predict the neutron emission based on understanding the process of deuterium implan-

tation in dump, and to aid the CNESM detection system which is based on the GEM

technique for beam profile diagnostics in SPIDER. To this end, a calibrated EJ301 liquid

scintillation detector has been developed and used on ELISE to measure the time trace

of neutron emission and to benchmark calculations based on the Local Mixing Model

(LMM), which has been successfully applied to describe the deuterium implantation in

the dump. The scintillation detector shows good capabilities on neutron/gamma-rays

discrimination and radioactive resistance. By relatively comparing with the measure-

ments of neutron emission on ELISE, LMM based calculations by employing diagnostics



of the Infra-red (IR) camera and calorimeter have been found showing an overestimation

of neutron emission in beam power range up to 950 kW, which is approaching the max-

imum capabilities allowed by the ELISE facility and towards the beam power expected

at SPIDER. The quantitative determination of the discrepancy, which might be resulted

by diffusion effects beyond the so far LMM, has been confirmed. An empirical correc-

tion, which is based on the temperature difference of the dump and could be applied

for the neutron diagnostics at SPIDER, has been derived. In particular, a similar liquid

scintillator will be installed at SPIDER as a neutron emission monitor.

(2). On the atmospheric-like fast neutron beam-line ChipIr, which is designed for

electronics radiation studies (e.g. single event upset, SEU) at ISIS, direct measure-

ment of the neutron spectrum and flux distribution could be used for characterizing the

neutrons profile and benchmarking the simulations. As the challenges of high inten-

sity neutrons (>106 n·cm−2·s−1 with En > 10 MeV), wide energy range and complex

background, TPR neutron spectrometers have been proposed as an effective way by

applying the ∆E − E technique and coincidence analysis. In this thesis, two types of

TPR spectrometers based on silicon detectors (silicon-based TPR) and a YAP scin-

tillator together with silicon detectors (scintillator-based TPR), respectively, have been

designed and tested. The two prototypes of scintillator-based TPR, which were designed

for long-term measurements as the good radioactive resistance of YAP scintillators, are

consisting of a silicon detector and a 2.54 cm thick YAP scintillator, and two silicon

detectors and a 2.54 cm thick YAP scintillator (triple coincidence TPR), respectively.

The response of the used YAP scintillator to protons has been studied up to 80 MeV

with the cyclotron accelerator at the INFN-LNS. Two scintillator-based prototypes have

been tested on ChipIr and ROTAX beam line, respectively. Very serious pulses pile-up

effect was found on the YAP crystal (>70%) on the ChipIr beam line. With the colli-

mator installed on the ROTAX beam line for incident neutrons, the triple coincidence

TPR shows a good capability on charged particles discrimination and background sup-

pression. The prototype of silicon-based TPR, which consists of four silicon detectors,

has been tested on the ROTAX beam line. The recoil proton spectrum using the silicon-

based TPR prototype on the ROTAX beam-line has been obtained. Results show the

possible of high intense neutrons measurements by using the silicon-based TPR for its

high coincident ability and non-sensitively to background (especially γ -rays).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

If the radiance of a thousand suns were to burst into the sky,

that would be like the splendor of the mighty One...

...I am become Death, the shatterer of worlds.

– – “The Bhagavad-Gita”

J. Robert Oppenheimer quoted after the first atomic bombing

1.1 Needs for fast neutron measurements

The neutron (symbol n), which was discovered by James Chadwick in 1932 [1], is

a subatomic particle with a mass slightly larger than that of a proton. Free neutrons

are produced by nuclear processes and nowadays are utilized not only in fundamental

research, but also for energy production, nuclear non-proliferation, therapy of cancer,

imaging, material analysis, etc. In somewhat of an oversimplification, we divide neutrons

into two categories on the basis of their energy, either “fast neutrons” or “slow neutrons”.

The energy dividing line is based on reference [2], i.e. at about 0.5 eV, or about the

energy of the abrupt drop in absorption cross section in cadmium (the cadmium cutoff

energy). As the fast neutrons, they have been produced and utilized by human to a lot

of applications. For instance,

• for energy production. Fast neutron reactors [3], fusion reactor systems [4] and

the accelerator driven systems (ADSs) [5, 6] are getting more and more attrac-

tions. Nuclear waste from fission reactors could be transmuted by those fast

neutron-based advanced systems with which long-term demanding on energy can

be satisfied and very low CO2 will be produced at the same time;
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1.1 Needs for fast neutron measurements

• for radiation hardness studies [7]. Fast neutrons are usually produced by spallation

reactions to mimic the atmospheric neutron spectrum with high intensity for single

event effects (SEEs) study, which is usually caused by neutrons and results in the

micro-electronic devices failure;

• for cancer therapy [8–10]. Fast neutron radiotherapy is entering a new era in which

dedicated hospital-based generators with isocentric beam capability are replacing

treatment facilities based on fixed beams extracted from physics accelerators;

• for nuclear non-proliferation [11–14]. Fast neutron imaging technique is applied

for checking nuclear materials or explosives in arms control and nonproliferation

applications;

• for cross section measurements [15]; The subject of the interaction of neutrons

with matter contains an astonishing diversity of phenomena. The measure of the

interaction of neutrons with matter is the neutron cross section, and the great

range of phenomena is reflected in the range of types of cross sections that can

be measured. Therefore, the measurements of neutron induced reactions play a

fundamental role in nature, especially for astrophysics and nuclear technology.

As neutrons carry no net electric charge (experimental limits: (−2 ± 8) × 10−22

e [16]), therefore, on one hand, they cannot be accelerated by electric field; on the

other hand, they can be totally invisible to a detector of common size [2]. Because

neutrons cannot interact in matter by means of the coulomb force, which dominates the

energy loss mechanisms for charged particles and electrons, thus considering the small

volume of nuclei they usually have deep penetration in matter. Specific description of

the interaction of neutrons with matter and the means of detection we used in this thesis

are detailed in chapter 2.

With the increasing interest in MeV range neutrons for applied physics studies, the

development of dedicated fast neutron-based instruments, which has the capabilities to

deal with complex background and to measure high counting rate (MHz), is demanded.

Fast neutron measurements are especially playing key roles in plasma diagnostics on

thermonuclear fusion experiments and in study of neutron damage at spallation sources,

on which neutrons are produced by the deuterium-deuterium (DD) or deuterium-tritium

(DT) fusion reactions and by spallation reactions with high energy protons incident on

heavy target, respectively. In this thesis, we encompass both on fast response scintillator-

based detectors to measure the time trace of neutron emission on high current/intensity

negative beam test facility (like ELISE or SPIDER), and on the design and test of
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1. Introduction

Telescope Proton Recoil (TPR) neutron spectrometers dedicated for neutron spectrum

measurements on the fast neutron beam line ChipIr at ISIS.

The background and the aims of developing the two kinds of neutron-based instru-

ments in applications to fusion and spallation neutron sources are presented in the

following two sections.

1.2 Fast neutrons as neutral beam injector diagnos-

tics

1.2.1 Magnetic confinement fusion and the tokamak

Nuclear energy can be released not only from the fission of heavy nuclei but also

from the fusion of light nuclei. Nuclear fusion is an important option for a clean and

safe solution for our long-term energy needs. The quest for controlled fusion energy has

been ongoing for over a half century. In conceptual designs, controlled nuclear fusion

can be achieved in many ways which are mostly based on the tokamak device, the theta

pinch, the magnetic mirror and the laser-pellet inertial-confinement system [4,17]. The

extremely required high temperature or high density for the fusion reaction have been

routinely achieved in several magnetic-fusion machines [18–26] and also in laser-driven

inertial-confinement fusion systems [27–29].

To realize fusion on earth much higher reaction probabilities are needed – reactions

between isotopes of hydrogen and helium have this property. The simplest of these is

the so-called deuterium-tritium (DT) reaction which can be realized at temperatures

around 150 million ◦C, for instance, in tokamak. The magnetic approach dates into the

1940s and has seen the majority of development since then. It is usually considered more

promising for practical power production. A charged particle in a strong magnetic field

is bound to the magnetic field lines as a result of the Lorentz force. In a straight and

uniform magnetic field, it follows a helical (corkscrew) path around a field line. This

motion can be split into a circular motion, with a radius of gyration (also known as

the Larmor radius) and a linear motion of the centre of the circle (the guiding centre),

with a velocity along the field line. The simplest magnetic field geometry one can

think of for plasma confinement is that of a straight cylinder. However, this geometry

has the problem that plasma particles escape at both ends. Since the early days of

controlled fusion research, a lot of schemes have been in use to generate the rotational

3



1.2 Fast neutrons as neutral beam injector diagnostics

transform [30]: the tokamak, the stellarator, the mirror machine, Z-pinch, etc.

The tokamak configuration [31] has essentially undergone a selection process cul-

minating in the ITER device, a fusion device with a planned fusion power output of

500 MW in pulses of 400 s, and future demonstration (DEMO) reactor designs. ITER

should provide answers to remaining important questions on the integration of physics

and technology, through a full-size demonstration of a tenfold power multiplication, and

on nuclear safety aspects.

1.2.2 Neutral beam injectors and the test facilities for ITER

As the limitation of technology to confine the plasma well, the plasma density is

quite low in tokamak compared the one in stars (like sun). In order to reach energy

balance in tokamak, the hot plasma must be sustained at extreme temperatures in

a controlled way to make enough fusion reactions happened and to extract enough

energy, which is ruled by the Lawson’s criterion [32]. As the confined plasma cannot

be heated to the temperatures needed for occurring enough fusion reactions with only

the Ohmic heating since its heating efficiency decreases with increasing temperature,

auxiliary heating systems are needed. Neutral beam injection (NBI) is one of the ways

to heat the plasma by shooting uncharged high-energy particles into the plasma where,

by way of collision, they transfer their energy to the plasma particles. At the same time,

the NBI system could provide the needed fuel for plasma.

The process of neutral beam injection in tokamak is that: ionize atoms to positive

or negative particles; accelerate charged particles by electric field; then neutralize them

and deflect un-neutralized particles, otherwise the charged ions would be deflected by

the magnetic field of the plasma cage. In neutral beam injection systems, the ions pass

through a cell containing gas where they recover their missing electrons and then be

injected as fast neutral particles into the plasma, as ilustrated in figure 1.1 (a).

The required power for ITER NBI systems is about 33 - 50 MW (16.5 MW × 2

or 3 injectors). Each NBI accelerates a 40 A beam of negative deuterons to 1 MeV,

and delivers neutralised deuterium to the plasma up to one hour [35, 36]. In order to

obtain so high beam energy the use of negative ions is mandatory. This is because

the neutralisation efficiency of positive ions drops significantly with increasing energy,

while it remains at acceptable values for negative ions, which can be found in the

experimental investigation as shown in figure 1.1 (b). However, there is no experience by

now to accelerate negative ions to such high energy with such high current. In order to
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1. Introduction

（a） （b）

Figure 1.1: (a): Schematic of the NBI operating principle in JET, extracted from ref.
[33]; (b): Neutralisation efficiency for hydrogen ions as a function of energy, extracted
from ref. [34].

investigate challenging physics and technology issues in advance of the installation of the

neutral beam equipment at ITER, the ITER Neutral Beam Test Facility (NBTF), called

PRIMA (Padova Research on ITER Megavolt Accelerator), is underway in Padova,

Italy [37,38].

1.2.3 Diagnostics of deuterium beam divergence with neutrons

PRIMA [39] includes the negative ion source SPIDER (Source for Production of Ion

of Deuterium Extracted from Rf plasma) and the full power injector MITICA (Megavolt

ITER Injector & Concept Advancement). SPIDER will have to demonstrate extracted

current density of > 285A/m2, with co-extracted electron fraction < 1 in deuterium

and ±10% uniformity. MITICA will also have to achieve ≤ 7 mrad divergence. Proper

operation of source and accelerator is verified mainly by measuring the beam properties.

Inside this challenging development path it is proving essential to well diagnose the

accelerated beam, in particular to estimate the beam uniformity and divergence from

its intensity profile. Overall injector performance can then be studied by correlating

the physics of the source with the beam characteristics in the actual NBI geometry,

investigating the optimum operational space.

A set of beam diagnostics [40,41] has been designed for SPIDER including the cooling

water calorimetry, a short pulse instrumented calorimeter, beam emission spectroscopy,

visible tomography, and neutron imaging. The neutron imaging detection system, called

CNESM (Close-contact Neutron Emission Mapping) [42], is under development with
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1.2 Fast neutrons as neutral beam injector diagnostics

the aim to resolve the horizontal beam intensity profile in MITICA and one of the

eight beamlets groups in SPIDER. This is achieved by the evaluation of the neutron

emission due to interaction of the deuterium beam with the deuterons implanted in the

beam dump surface [43–46]. The CNESM detection system, which is based on GEM

(gas electron multiplier) technology especially designed to provide a spatial resolution

approaching the size of individual beamlets, will be placed right behind the SPIDER

and MITICA beam dump [47–50], as shown in figure 1.2. By detecting the produced

neutrons in the beam penetration direction, the beam intensity map on the dump can

be derived, which is useful for diagnostic on beam divergence.

CNESM system

Figure 1.2: Left: Schematics of the SPIDER beamdump (Top view). The beam dump
is tilted by 60◦ relative to the beam axis (yellow). The CNESM detectors (green) are
placed right behind the beam dump; Right: Assembly of the detector. Both figures are
extracted from ref. [49].

In SPIDER, CNESM will be benchmarked by STRIKE, an inertially cooled calorime-

ter as the main diagnostics for the beam profile mainly based on Infra-red (IR) mea-

surements. As IR measurements cannot be used on MITICA due to engineering con-

straints, the experience gained at SPIDER will be instrumental to make CNESM the

reference system for deuterium beam profile measurements on MITICA. As what the

CNESM system measure is the intensity of neutrons produced from deuterium beam-

target reactions, in order to obtain the intensity of incident deuterium beam and aid the

detector development, the physics behind neutron emission from the D(d, n)3He beam-

target reactions by impinging large current (tens of ampere) negative deuterium ions

on must be investigated first. This is one of tasks in this thesis. We firstly developed a

scintillator-based neutron detector to measure the time trace of neutron emission from

the beam-target reaction at the ELISE (Extration from a Large Ion Source Experiment)

6



1. Introduction

test facility, and then applied a model to describe the deuterium implantation in dump

and calculated the neutron emission for relatively comparing with measurements. The

detailed configuration of the deuterium beam-target experiment and its application for

beam diagnostics on SPIDER have been introduced in chapter 3.

1.3 Fast neutrons for radiation hardness studies at

spallation sources

Galactic cosmic rays and solar rays constantly penetrate the earth’s atmosphere and

produce particle cascades, consisting mainly of neutrons [51], which can interact with the

silicon structure in a semiconductor device and cause adverse behavior. Figure 1.3 (left)

shows the interaction of primary rays with atmosphere and the produced secondary

particles. The main contribution of the secondary particles is neutron and its share

increase with decreasing altitude, as shown in the right panel of figure 1.3.

(γ rays)

Figure 1.3: Left: Schematics of the interaction of cosmic rays with atmosphere and the
produced secondary particles [52]; Right: Altitude dependence of cosmic-ray dose rates
in Tokyo [53].

The energy level associated with these atmospheric neutrons are considered high

energy, i.e. above 1 MeV and up to a few GeV [54, 55]. Such neutrons have been as-

sociated with causing Single Event Effects (SEEs) in electronics which is now a known

7



1.3 Fast neutrons for radiation hardness studies at spallation sources

safety and reliability issue for avionics equipment [56–58]. In recent years microelec-

tronics devices and systems are towarding high intensity, faster and more functionality.

Greater vulnerability, combined with an ever greater prevalence of embedded micro-

electronic devices, has meant that SEEs problems have started to inevitably emerge as

a serious issue for terrestrial ground based electronics [59,60]. The effects of atmospheric

radiation at both the component and system levels is necessary to be evaluated experi-

mentally and used as an input into the system safety analysis. As the neutron intensity

at ground level is too low for SEEs study, e.g. the atmospheric neutron flux is 300 times

greater at typical aircraft altitudes with respect to the ground level, the electronics

industry has therefore been increasing demanding the use of intense accelerator-based

neutron facilities in which a few hours test equals many thousands of hours in the real

environment. Currently, several neutron test facilities are in operation [61, 62] (e.g.

ICE House of LANSCE [63], TRIUMF (Tri-University Meson Facility) in Canada [64],

ANITA (Atmospheric-like Neutrons from thIck TArget) neutron facility in Uppsala,

Sweden [65], the 30-deg white neutron beam at RCNP cyclotron facility [66]) or in

design (e.g. the atmospheric-like neutron beam line at CSNS [67, 68], a new beam-line

proposed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory [55,69]) to quantify the susceptibility of

a device to atmospheric radiation and in the parts selection process. In order to mimic

the high intensity atmospheric neutron spectrum as similar as possible, a spallation

neutron source is usually needed [62].

1.3.1 The ISIS spallation neutron source

Spallation reaction is a process in which a light projectile (proton, neutron, or light

nucleus) with the kinetic energy from several hundreds of MeV to several GeV interacts

with a heavy nucleus (e.g., lead) and causes the emission of a large number of hadrons

(mostly neutrons) or fragments. The number of neutrons produced per one beam particle

is called multiplicity. Neutron multiplicity as a function of the proton beam energy and

target material shows roughly linear dependence on the target mass number A (in the

range 12 < A < 238) and slow increase with incident proton energy Ep (in the range

0.2 < Ep < 2 GeV) [70]. The average neutron multiplicities are about 21 and 118

for 1 GeV and 7 GeV protons incident on lead [71], respectively. As the high neutron

production of spallation neutron sources, increasing interest has been noticed during the

past 30 years [72]. Currently operating pulsed spallation neutron sources are: ISIS in

UK (1985), SINQ in Switzerland (1996), JSNS in Japan (2008), SNS in USA (2010),

8



1. Introduction

and CSNS in China (2017). Combined with state-of-the-art neutron instrumentation,

they have a diverse potential for both scientific research and diverse applications.

ISIS neutron source is a pulsed neutron source which is situated at the Rutherford

Appleton Laboratory (RAL) of the Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC) in

UK. Neutrons here are produced by proton-induced spallation on a Tungsten-Tantalum

target. Incident protons are in two bunches, 70 ns wide and 322 ns apart, and are

accelerated through a Linac and a synchrotron up to 800 MeV with a frequency of 50

Hz. Produced neutrons are moderated and are focused into the various beam lines. The

nature of the moderators is different from one beam-line to another so that they provide a

neutron spectrum specific for each beam-line. There are a lot of instruments currently on

the target station 1 and 2 to perform experiments in diverse science areas such as physics,

chemistry, materials engineering, earth sciences, biology and archaeology. In order to

study the fast neutron irradiation hardness, tests have previously been performed on

the VESUVIO beam-line, and now a new beam-line, ChipIr [61], is in operation [73,74].

1.3.2 ChipIr: a dedicated fast neutron facility for accelerated

SEE testing

The new beam-line ChipIr has been built on the target station 2 at the ISIS neutron

source of the RAL for neutron irradiation experiments on electronic and avionic devices

and systems [61,75]. ChipIr is dedicated to provide a fast neutron spectrum that mimics

the atmospheric one with approximately 108−109 times higher intensity at ground level

[76]. Like every beam line at the ISIS neutron source, ChipIr has an independent shutter

so that its neutron beam can be closed and opend while the accelerator is running. The

shutter position therefore has been optimized to provide the maximum neutron flux.

The LANSCE-equivalent fluency rate at ChipIr was measured to be 4.9× 106 cm−2·s−1

at 40 µA proton current to Target station 2 with collimated beam size of 70 × 70

mm2, reproducible to within 3% [60]. This is a relative measurement with respect to

LANSCE, which is a reference irradiation facility for electronics cited in JEDEC [77]

and IEC [78, 79] standards. Figure 1.4 shows the calculated fast neutron spectrum of

ChipIr compared to LANSCE and the atmospheric one increased by a factor of 109.

Here the spectral shape comes from Monte Carlo simulations, but the intensity comes

from the value measured with the ISEEM [60] and activation foils [80].

Independent direct measurements of the neutron spectrum on the ChipIr beam line

are needed because as far the neutron energy spectrum and the flux spatial distribution of
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1.4 Outline of the dissertation

Figure 1.4: Neutron spectrum of ChipIr compared with the atmospheric and LANSCE
spectra. Extracted from ref. [60].

fast neutron beam-lines are mainly determined on the basis of Monte Carlo calculations

that try to reproduce the complexity of nuclear and intra-nuclear interactions up to

800 MeV. Direct measurements of these quantities could characterize the neutron flux

distribution and neutron spectrum, for providing users a “real time” measured neutron

spectrum (also flux), benchmarking the simulations, and for a better understanding of

the underlying physics of this kind of facilities. To this end, a telescope proton recoil

neutron spectrometer has been developed for its simple response function to neutrons

and its capability of suppressing background in intense neutron/γ-ray field.

1.4 Outline of the dissertation

This dissertation is devoted to the development of utilizing fast neutrons in appli-

cations to fusion and spallation sources, more specifically, is dedicated on large current

negative deuterium beam diagnostics and on characterizing the fast neutron beam lines

at ISIS.

The first part of the thesis, which is consisting of chapter 1 and chapter 2, presents

the motivation, background, introduction on fast neutrons as neutral beam injector

diagnostics and for radiation hardness studies at spallation neutron sources, and the

introduction on fast neutron measurements, especially the detection methods that we
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applied in this thesis.

Chapter 3 presents the experiments of neutron emission from deuterium beam-target

reactions at the ELISE facility. The developed liquid scintillator-based detection system

and the measurements of time trace of neutron emission have been detailed. The local

mixing model of describing deuterium implantation for predicting the neutron emission

has been presented and been applied to calculate the neutron yield for relative com-

paring with measurements. Results analysis and its implications for deuterium beam

diagnostics on SPIDER are then presented.

Chapter 4 reports the development of a telescope proton recoil (TPR) neutron spec-

trometer that designed for fast neutron measurement on ChipIr beam line at ISIS.

Some different TPR prototypes based on silicon detectors with/without a YAP scin-

tillator have been calibrated and tested on some neutron platforms. The capability of

the TPR spectrometers have been investigated followed by their prospects for neutron

measurements on the ChipIr beam line.

As a conclusion, the status of the project and its outlook have been summarized

in chapter 5. Some of related work has been published in peer-reviewed journals. The

papers are summarized and attached in the last part (Synopsis of attached papers) of

the dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Fast Neutron Measurements

The most incomprehensible thing about the world is that

it is at all comprehensible.

– Albert Einstein

2.1 Interaction of fast neutrons with matter

Neutrons are neutral and don’t interact with matter by means of the coulomb force,

thus, they cannot be detected directly as an output of electrical signals. The half-life of

free neutrons decaying to protons is 877.7 ± 0.7 seconds [81] (the most precise measure-

ment of the neutron lifetime to date), which means that we cannot detect neutrons by

measuring their decayed protons in applications. Therefore, we have to understand the

interaction of neutrons with matter and convert the neutron signals to electrical signals.

The mainly interactions are through two processes [82]: elastic collisions and nuclear

reactions. For slow neutrons detection, those neutron-induced reactions that produce

charged particles can be utilized, like the most commonly used reactions:

1
0n+10 B −→7 Li+4

2 He+ 2.8MeV (2.1)

1
0n+6

3 Li −→3
2 He+3

1 H + 4.78MeV (2.2)

1
0n+3

2 He −→3 H +1 H + 0.765MeV (2.3)

1
0n+235 U −→ fission+ ≈ 200MeV (2.4)

All these reactions have high cross sections for low energy neutrons. However, the

probability of most neutron-induced reactions potentially useful in detectors drops off
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2.1 Interaction of fast neutrons with matter

rapidly as the neutron energy increases [2]. Meanwhile, the importance of scattering

becomes greater because the neutron can transfer an appreciable amount of energy in

one collision. The secondary radiations in this case are recoil nuclei, which have picked

up a detectable amount of energy from neutron collisions. The most efficient moderator

is hydrogen because the neutron can lose up to all its energy in a single collision with

a hydrogen nucleus. For heavier nuclei, only a partial energy transfer is possible (e.g.

equation 2.5 shows the associated energy transferred to protons after one collision).

If the energy of the fast neutron is sufficiently high, inelastic scattering with nuclei

can take place in which the recoil nucleus is elevated to one of its excited states during

the collision. The nucleus quickly de-excites, emitting γ-rays, and the neutron loses a

greater fraction of its energy than it would in an equivalent elastic collision. Inelastic

scattering and the subsequent secondary γ-rays play an important role in the shielding

of high-energy neutrons but are an unwanted complication in the response of most fast

neutron detectors based on elastic scattering. To separate neutrons from γ-rays, n/γ

discrimination is needed, as introduced in subsection 2.2.3.

Based on understanding the interaction of fast neutrons with matter, a lot of corre-

sponding detection methods have been developed: counters based on neutron modera-

tion (Bonner spheres, the long counters, etc.), detectors based on fast neutron-induced

reactions (LiI(Eu) scintillator, 3He proportional counters, neutron activation methods,

etc.), ToF (time of flight) technique, and detectors utilizing fast neutron scattering (pro-

ton recoil scintillators, proton recoil telescopes, etc.). No signal detector or spectrometer

works perfectly on fast neutron detection in a complex neutron field to satisfy all re-

quired demindings, the choice of a particular detection method is always a compromise

among these and other factors. In this thesis, we applied an energy calibrated EJ301 [83]

(organic) liquid scintillator as a fast neutron emission monitor for deuterium beam di-

agnostics as its good capability in n/γ-rays discrimination and radiactive resistance. To

surpress the background on the fast neutron beam line ChipIr, a ∆E − E technique

based telescope proton recoil (TPR) spectrometer has been developed with silicon de-

tectors and scintillators together with a plastic neutron convertor to measure the fast

neutron spectrum. YAP (inorganic) scintillators [84, 85] have been chosen as the full

energy deposition detector (E detector) as its good capabilities of radiation resistance,

fast response and high light output.

In the following two sections, the principles of fast neutron detection based on scin-

tillators and TPR spectrometers are introduced.
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2. Fast Neutron Measurements

2.2 Scintillation detectors

The detection of ionizing radiation by the scintillation light produced in certain

materials is one of the oldest techniques on record [2]. The scintillation process remains

one of the most useful methods available for the detection and spectroscopy of a wide

assortment of radiations. The process of neutron detection with a scintillator is that:

neutrons interact with the scintillator and excite the atoms and molecules; the atoms

quickly de-excite to lower states and re-emit the absorbed energy in form of light; then a

coupled electronic light sensor, like a photomultiplier tube (PMT), absorbs the light and

re-emits it in form of electrons via the photoelectric effect; at the end the subsequent

multiplication of those electrons results in an electrical pulse which can then be analyzed

and yield meaningful information about the incident neutrons that originally struck

the scintillator. In this process the PMT can be replaced by a silicon photomultiplier

(SiPM). Because the array of photodiodes inside the SiPM, which are reverse-biased

with sufficient voltage to operate in avalanche mode, could enable each pixel of the

array to be sensitive detecting incoming photons by the excitation of charge carriers

directly in the silicon.

An ideal scintillation material should possess the following properties:

• It should convert the kinetic energy of incident particles into detectable light with

a high scintillation efficiency;

• This conversion should be linear, i.e. the light yield should be proportional to

deposited energy over as wide a range as possible;

• The medium should be transparent to the wavelength of its own emission for good

light collection;

• The decay time of the induced luminescence should be short so that fast signal

pulses can be generated;

• The material should be of good optical quality and subject to manufacture in sizes

large enough to be of interest as a practical detector.

• Its index of refraction should be near that of optical glass to permit efficient

coupling of the scintillation light to a PMT or other light sensor.

The most widely applied scintillators can be categorized to organics and inorganics based

on their ingredients. The inorganics tend to have the best light output and linearity,

but are relatively slow in response time. Organic scintillators are generally faster but

yield less light. The intended application also has a major influence on choosing suitable
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2.2 Scintillation detectors

scintillators. The high Z-value of the constituents and high density of inorganic crystals

favor their choice for γ-ray spectroscopy (because of high density of electrons), whereas

organics are often preferred for beta spectroscopy and fast neutron detection (because

of the hydrogen content).

2.2.1 Organic and inorganic scintillators

1. Organic scintillators

The fluorescence process in organics arises from transitions in the energy level struc-

ture of a single molecule and therefore can be observed from a given molecular species

independent of its physical state. A large category of practical organic scintillators is

based on organic molecules with certain symmetry properties that give rise to what is

known as a π-electron structure [86]. As the spacing between vibrational states of the

molecule is large (in order 0.15 eV) compared with average thermal energies (0.025 e

V), nearly all molecules at room temperature are in the lowest vibrational state of the

ground electronic state. In most organic scintillators, the fluorescence decay time is a

few nanoseconds, which thus show a relatively fast prompt scintillation.

Because of the widespread application of organic scintillators in neutron physics and

fast time measurements, many types of organic scintillators have been developed, e.g.

liquid organic scintillators, plastic scintillators. The EJ301 liquid organic scintillator

used in this thesis is a commercial product in which the liquid scintillator is sealed in a

glass container then it can be handled in the same manner as solid scintillators. As its

lack of a solid structure that could be damaged by exposure to intense neutron radiation,

the detector is expected to be more resistant to radiation damage effects than crystalline

or plastic scintillators.

2. Inorganic scintillators

The scintillation mechanism in inorganic materials depends on the energy states deter-

mined by the crystal lattice of the material. Electrons have available only discrete bands

of energy in materials classified as insulators or semiconductors. The lower band, called

the valence band, represents those electrons that are essentially bound at lattice sites,

whereas the conduction band represents those electrons that have sufficient energy to be

free to migrate throughout the crystal. There exists an intermediate band of energies,

called the forbidden band, in which electrons can never be found in the pure crystal.
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2. Fast Neutron Measurements

Absorption of energy can result in the elevation of an electron from its normal position

in the valence band across the gap into the conduction band, leaving a hole in the nor-

mally filled valence band. A charged particle passing through the detection medium will

form a large number of electron-hole pairs created by the elevation of electrons from the

valence to the conduction band. The positive hole will quickly drift to the location of

an activator site and ionize it, because the ionization energy of the impurity will be less

than that of a typical lattice site. Meanwhile, the electron is free to migrate through

the crystal and will do so until it encounters such an ionized activator. At this point

the electron can drop into the activator site, creating a neutral configuration that can

have its own set of excited energy states.

After decades of relatively slow evolution, the world of inorganic scintillators has

undergone a renaissance that began in the mid-1980s and continues through the present

time. Stimulated by the surprising discovery of some new materials that offer excellent

light yields and/or fast decay times, a large number of potential scintillation materials

have undergone recent testing and evaluation in laboratories around the world. In

this thesis, a YAP inorganic scintillator has been chosen as the full energy deposition

detector in a TPR neutron spectrometer as its capabilities of good radiation resistance,

fast response time and high energy resolution.

2.2.2 Response to neutrons and light collection

Fast neutrons interacting with scintillators usually generate charged particles (recoil

protons, heavy ions, or electrons). A charged particle might lose a fraction of the kinetic

energy in the scintillator by converting into fluorescent energy. The fraction of the lost

particle energy that is converted depends on both the particle type and its energy.

In some cases, the scintillation efficiency may be independent of energy, leading to a

linear dependence of light yield on initial energy. As the dependence of the light yield of

scintillators on the type of particle, a special nomenclature is sometimes used to describe

the absolute light yield. The term, MeV electron equivalent (MeVee) is introduced to

place the light yield on an absolute basis. The particle energy required to generate 1

MeVee of light by definition is 1 MeV for fast electrons but is several MeV for heavy

charged particles because of their reduced light yield per unit energy.

In any scintillation detector, one would like to collect the largest possible fraction of

the light emitted isotropically from the track of the ionizing particle. Two effects arise

in practical cases that lead to less than perfect light collection: optical self-absorption
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2.2 Scintillation detectors

within the scintillator and losses at the scintillator surfaces. With the exception of very

large scintillators (many centimeters in dimension) or rarely used scintillation materials

(e.g., ZnS), self-absorption is usually not a significant loss mechanism. Therefore, the

uniformity of light collection normally depends primarily on the conditions that exist at

the interface between the scintillator and the container in which it is mounted.

The light collection conditions affect the energy resolution of a scintillator in two

distinct ways. First, the statistical broadening of the response function will worsen as

the number of scintillation photons that contribute to the measured pulse is reduced.

The best resolution can therefore be achieved only by collecting the maximum possible

fraction of all photons emitted in the scintillation event. Second, the uniformity of the

light collection will determine the variation in signal pulse amplitude as the position

of the radiation interaction is varied throughout the scintillator. Perfect uniformity

would ensure that all events depositing the same energy, regardless of where they occur

in the scintillator, would give rise to the same mean pulse amplitude. With ordinary

scintillators of a few centimeters in dimension, uniformity of light collection is seldom a

significant contributor to the overall energy resolution.

2.2.3 Neutron/γ-ray discrimination

Since the shapes of the pulses change with the nature of the incident radiation,

then there will be some differences in shapes after amplifing and integrading. Most

shape differences arise because of differences in the time profile of the current produced

in the detector by a radiation interaction. The fluorescence emission contains a fast

component and a slow component. The fraction of light produced in these two groups

depends on the exciting particles. In organic scintillators, neutrons produce scattered

protons through elastic scattering. Protons have a short range and generate a high

concentration of triplet states, which decay by delayed fluorescence. By contrast, γ-ray

produce scattered electrons which have a longer range than protons and generate a lower

concentration of triplet states (electrons are more likely to produce excited singlet states,

which decay by prompt fluorescence). The difference in the pulse shape of the signal

as a result of the ratio of prompt to delayed fluorescence produced by different types

of radiation makes pulse shape discrimination (PSD) possible. n/γ-ray discrimination

based on this principle was suggested and demonstrated in 1960s [87, 88] and now has

been applied in digital analysis [89,90].

Classically, the most often used analog PSD techniques for neutron/γ-ray discrim-
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2. Fast Neutron Measurements

ination are [91]: rise time technique, zero crossing technique and charge comparison

technique. In this thesis, the charge comparison technique PSD by comparing the

long/short gate charge integration of the signal has been applied on the EJ301 scin-

tillator, as shown in figure 2.1 (Left), where average neutron and γ-ray signals from the

measurement of the 2.5 MeV quasi-monoenergetic neutron field have been presented.

The short integration Qs and long integration Ql are obtained by integrating the pulse

in a time interval ts and tl from a self-set starting point where the pulse amplitude is

about 20% of the peak value in this case. By choosing the time interval ts = 15 ns

and tl = 40 ns, neutron and γ-ray events are clearly separated in the two dimensional

distribution of Qs vs. Ql, as shown in figure 2.1 (Right).

Figure 2.1: Neutron-γ ray discrimination on the used EJ301 scintillator. The right figure
is extracted from reference [92].

2.3 Telescope Proton Recoil neutron spectrometers

2.3.1 Principle of neutron detection

Fast neutron detectors are commonly based on measuring the recoil of charged light

nuclei. In order to generate charged particles for fast neutrons, the converter contain-

ing hydrogen (such as polyethylene (PE) or polypropylene) is usually used by utilizing

the elastic scattering on hydrogen. For neutron spectroscopy purposes, it would be

preferable if the response function were a simple narrow peak to avoid the problems

of spectrum unfolding otherwise required [2]. Telescope proton recoil (TPR) neutron

spectrometer is the device which is based on a narrow selection of recoil directions to

approach the ideal narrow response peak. A typical TPR spectrometer is consisting of a

thin layer of PE to convert neutrons into protons and a high resolution proton detector.
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2.3 Telescope Proton Recoil neutron spectrometers

However, in order to reduce backgrounds from competing reactions and other unwanted

events, multiple detectors are often used for coincidence analysis. A schematic diagram

of a ∆E − E TPR neutron spectrometer is shown in figure 2.2. By operating the two

detectors in coincidence, only particles incident from the direction of the radiator can

be selected. The energy sum of the two coincident signals will be proportional to the

incident neutrons.

neutrons

θ

PE Target

ΔE + E detector

Coincidence analysis

Figure 2.2: Schematic of a typical ∆E − E TPR neutron spectrometer.

As the convertor used for TPR is usually polyethylene instead of pure hydrogen, then

the recoil protons are mostly produced by the elastic scattering of neutrons on light nu-

clei (etc., C and H). If the neutron energy (En) is not very high, then the relativistic

effect is ignorable and the energy of recoil protons (Ep) observed at an angle of θ with

respect to the incident neutron direction can be given simply by equation 2.5.

Ep =

(
cos θ +

√
A2 − sin2 θ

1 + A

)2

En (2.5)

where A is the atomic mass number of atoms on PE target (A = 1 for Hydrogen and

12 for Carbon).

Detectors are usually positioned at a small angle with respect to the neutron di-

rection to get enough high intensity of recoil protons. Some designs [93] even put the

proton detector at the incident neutron direction (θ = 0), but others choose a finite

observation angle to avoid neutron-induced background events in the detector from the

primary beam. A TPR neutron spectrometer can vary a lot according to demanding,

like the neutron energy range, energy resolution, detection efficiency and the background

suppression etc. [94]. More detailed configurations on TPR design have been introduced

in section 4.1.
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2. Fast Neutron Measurements

2.3.2 Particles discrimination

1. ∆E − E technique

The ∆E − E technique is applicable for particles discrimination when particles with

kinetic energy E pass through the first detector and are stopped in the second one.

The energy deposition of charged particles on the two detectors is different for different

particles, due to their different stopping powers in detectors. The Bethe formula [95]

describes the mean energy loss per distance of charged particles (protons, alpha parti-

cles, atomic ions) when they passing through a layer of matter. Equation 2.6 shows the

non-relativistic version

− dE

dx
=

4πe4z2NZ

mev2
ln

2mev
2

I
(2.6)

where v and z are the velocity and charge of the incident charged particle; N and Z are

the number density and atomic number of the absorber atoms; me is the electron rest

mass and e is the electronic charge. The parameter I represents the average excitation

and ionization potential of the absorber and is normally treated as an experimentally

determined parameter for each element.

Equation 2.6 is generally valid for different types of charged particles provided their

velocity remains large compared with the velocities of the orbital electrons in the ab-

sorbing atoms. For a ∆E − E TPR spectrometer, the energies deposited by charged

particles on the two detectors allow to produce identification (ID) maps mathematically

described by the Equation 2.6, where the bending radius of each ID depends on the

charge and mass of the ion species only. This makes particle identification possible [96].

2. Pulse shape discrimination

Theoretically, the low energy threshold measured by a ∆E − E telescope is the kinetic

energy of the incident charged particle which just enable it passing through the first

detector (∆E). Practically, as the rest energy of charged particles after passing through

the first detector should be significantely larger than the electronic noise of the second

detector, the detected low energy threshold is relatively high [97]. For instance, a

200µm thick silicon detector could completely stop about 4.8 MeV protons or 19 MeV α

particles [98], then the detectable low energy threshold might be relative high by using

it as a ∆E detector in applications. If we just simply decease the thickness of the first

detector, then the dynamic range for particle identification will be small. This is because
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2.3 Telescope Proton Recoil neutron spectrometers

high energetic charged particles lose a few energy on a thin layer then it will be difficult

for detection. In order to reduce the low energy threshold for particle identification in

telescopes or arrays, the pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) method has been applied for

semi-conductor detectors, especially for silicon detectors [99–106].

Indeed, because of the different stopping powers, different particles with the same

kinetic energy produce different energy loss “profiles” along the detector depth and this

results in different charge collection times, i.e. in different pulse shapes [107]. The

time dependence of the current signal in semiconductors is ruled essentially by two

phenomena: the charge carrier dissociation (the plasma erosion time) and the duration

of the drift of the electrons and holes towards the appropriate electrodes, which depends

on electric field strength and carrier mobilities [108]. Figure 2.3 shows the electronic filed

of a double sided silicon detector and the movement of the holes and electrons. When

two different types of particles incident with the same energy on a silicon detector,

from the rear (particles entering through the lower electric fields side) or front (particles

entering through the high electric fields side) side, the pulse shape discrimination at

variance is very sensitive to the detector mounting [108]. In case of rear side injection,

the identification with the “energy vs. charge rise time” PSA method presents energy

thresholds which are significantly lower than in the case of front side injection.

Nowadays, the digital pulse-shape analysis (DPSA) for charged particles which are

fully stopped in silicon detector has been developed which is benefited from the digital

signal processing made possible by a new digital sampling electronics [108, 109]. How-

ever, one limitation of the PSD technique is still the finite energy threshold for particle

identification [102]. This threshold is caused by an unexpected decrease of the total

charge-collection time for ions with a short range, in spite of the fact that the particle

tracks are located in a region of very low electric field.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of a double sided silicon detector with its electric filed
distribution for charged particles detection. Left: charged particles entering from the
front (high electric field) side; Right: charged particles entering from the rear (low
electric field). For two types of same charged particles incident with same kinetic energy,
the penetration depth of the heavier one is lower than the lighter one, and that results
the different raise time on pulse shape.
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Chapter 3

Neutron Emission from

Beam-target Reactions

I have discovered a truly marvelous proof of this,

which this margin is too narrow to contain.

– Pierre de Fermat

Measurement of neutron emission has been proposed as a means of deuterium beam

diagnostics in SPIDER and MITICA neutral beam test facilities as introduced in section

1.2.3. Neutrons here are produced by the D(d, n)3He reaction between the incident

deuterium beam and deuterons implanted in the copper beam dump, and are detected

by the neutron imaging system CNESM. In SPIDER, an expected neutron yield for 100

keV deuterons on saturated copper alloy has been indicated as about 1012 neutrons/s

spread over 1 m2 beam dump [110]. In order to present the intensity map of deuterium

beam on the dump by measuring produced neutrons, the physics behind the deuterium

implantation in the dump by impinging large current negative deuterium ions should

be investigate first, for confirming the indicated neutron yield and aiding the CNESM

system development. The Local Mixing Model (LMM) [111–113], which has been quite

successful in predicting the properties of hydrogen retention and isotope exchang for

a variety of refractory material [114], has been applied for describing the evolution of

implanted deuterium ions in the copper beam dump and to calculate the time trace

of neutron emission. A liquid scintillator-based detector has been developed to detect

the time trace of neutron emission at the ELISE facility. Relative comparison between

calculations and measurements has been analyzed. Implications based on so far results

have been made for neutron based diagnostics at SPIDER.
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3.1 The Local Mixing Model

3.1 The Local Mixing Model

In LMM diffusion or migration of deuterons is neglected once the negative deuterium

ions are implanted. In order to obtain more information about the beam parameters

(position, profile, divergence, intensity, homogeneity, etc.), a high spatial resolution

diagnostic calorimeter, which is consisting of many small blocks to provide a 2D image

of the beam profile, is usually used as the beam dump [115]. In deuterium operation,

the time dependent total neutron yield on a rectangular dump from the beam-target

reaction, Y (t), can be obtained by summing the neutron production in each block with

the equation 3.1.

Y (t) =

Ni∑
i=1

Nj∑
j=1

∫ R

0

Φi,j(z, t)ni,j(z, t)σ(z, t)Ai,jdz (3.1)

Where Ni and Nj are the number of blocks on the ith row and jth column of the dump,

respectively; R is the projected range of the incident deuterium. Φi,j(z, t) is the deu-

terium flux in the block at a depth z and at a time t; ni,j(z, t) is the time dependent

number of deuterons that get deposited per unit volume at a depth z; σ(z, t) is the

D(d, n)3He neutron production cross section which depends only on the incident deu-

terium energy; Ai,j is the area of the block. The schematic diagram of the LMM is shown

in figure 3.1. Calculations of the beam flux Φi,j(z, t), deuterium concentration density

ni,j(z, t), and the cross section σ(z, t) for each block are introduced in the following three

subsections: 3.1.1 - 3.1.3.

D- Beam

Target

R

y

z

dz

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the Local Mixing Model.
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3. Neutron Emission from Beam-target Reactions

3.1.1 Deuterium beam flux in depth

For the incident deuterium beam on the ith row and jth column block of the dump,

the deuterium flux in the block at a depth z and at a time t, Φi,j(z, t), can be calculated

with equation 3.2.

Φi,j(z, t) = Φi,j(0, t)(1−
∫ z

0

p(x)dx) (3.2)

where p(x) is the probability for the deposition of a deuteron at a depth x and depends

on the incident energy and the dump material significantly. In the LMM, no other

reactions but deposition has been assumed and the probability of deposition in depth

has been normalised to 1. The TRansport of Ion in Matter (TRIM) code [116] is applied

to calculate the p(x) for incident deuterons with a step of 0.5 keV in this thesis. As

an example, figure 3.2 shows the normalized deposition profiles of different energetic

deuterons incident on a pure copper layer (density: 8.902 g/cm3).
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Figure 3.2: Different energetic deuterons concentration profiles in copper which are
calculated by the TRIM code and normalized to 1.

The item, Φi,j(0, t), shown in equation 3.2, is the incident deuterium flux and can

be in turn given by

Φi,j(0, t) =
Ii,j

Ai,j · q
(3.3)

where Ii,j is the current that reaches the ith row and jth column block and q the ion

charge. Ii,j is obtained by dividing the measured beam power on each block by the the

total voltage (extraction voltage + acceleration voltage) that applied on the beam.
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3.1.2 Density of trapped deuterons in depth

Ion implantation of hydrogen isotopes into metals can yield high concentrations of

atoms [117]. The concentration rate here is defined as the percentage of deuterons to

target atoms per unit volume. As the incident deuterons penetrate in the dump, the

local deuteron concentration increases until a maximum is reached (saturation) and the

saturation level depends only on the target material and its temperature. An important

issue in evaluating the neutron source coming from the beam-targetD(d, n)3He reactions

is to predict the density profiles of the deuterium content within the implantation zone

of the copper-target material [118]. A “deuterium saturation density” in copper of

1.7 × 1028 D/m3 at room temperature, which is about 20% of the Cu atom density of

the material and corresponds to the stationary profile reached in irradiation conditions,

has been used as a reasonably conservative value [119,120]. Additional hydrogen coming

to rest in a saturated region results in the local loss of an equivalent quantity of hydrogen

with the isotopic composition of the lost hydrogen being the same as that in the region

itself. Hydrogen lost from a saturated region is assumed to escape through the target

surface [114]. With the calculation based on the TRIM code we found that less than 3%

incident deuterons are scattered from the copper target. For simplification no deuterons

escape is assumed in this modeling. As the deposition profile of deuterons in the target

has been normalized to 1, then the trapped deuterium density of each block in depth z,

ni,j(z, t), can be derived by

ni,j(z, t) = ntarget ·min
(
Cmax,

∫ t

0

p(z)dτ

)
(3.4)

where ntarget is the number of target atoms per unit volume (in cm3); Cmax is the

saturation concentration rate of deuterium which is determined by the target material

and its temperature, as introduced above, Cmax = 20% in copper in room temperature.

3.1.3 DD cross section in depth

Neutrons are produced by the D(d,n)3He reactions and the cross section of the

reaction is dependent only on the incident deuterium energy. However, the deuterium

ions loss their energy after they are impinged in the target. In order to calculate the

time dependent cross section as a function of depth (σ(z, t) in equation 3.1), energies

of deuterons at depth z have been calculated by using the total stopping power data
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3. Neutron Emission from Beam-target Reactions

from the TRIM code so to convert the energy dependent D(d,n)3He cross section to a

function that depends on the depth z.

The total stopping power of copper to deuterium ions was extracted from the database

of TRIM code and is shown in figure 3.3 (Left). The applied D(d,n)3He cross section

was extracted from the evaluated library ENDF/V-II.0 [121] and the cross section as a

function of energy is shown in figure 3.3 (Right).
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Figure 3.3: Left: The total stopping power of copper to deuterium ions; Right: The
evaluated D(d,n)3He cross section.

For each incident deuterium beam, the energy can be determined by measuring the

high voltage that applied on the ions. With the incident energy and the data that

provided in figure 3.3, the cross section as a function of depth can then be obtained.

Figure 3.4 shows an example of the deuteron energy and the D(d,n)3He cross section

as a function of depth for 40 keV incident deuterons. From the figure we note that the

effective layer from which neutrons are produced is only 0.5 µm thick and that most

neutrons are produced within the first 0.2 µm.

3.2 Time trace of neutron emission measurements

at the ELISE facility

In order to verify the LMM for the prediction of the neutron emission in SPIDER and

aid the CNESM detection system development, measurements of the neutron emission

from D(d,n)3He reactions have been performed. A parasitic experiment [92] was first

done in the low RF power deuterium campaign at the ELISE facility [122,123] in 2014.
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Figure 3.4: Deuteron energy (left scale) and the D(d,n)3He cross section (right scale) as
a function of depth in copper for initial incident energy at 40 keV.

In that first study [92], the time evolution of neutron emission for the whole deu-

terium campaign at ELISE has been obtained to benchmark calculations based on the

LMM. However, only one 2D infra-red image has been applied and used as the deposited

beam power distribution for the whole pulses. The beam current, which is used to cal-

culate the incident beam intensity in LMM, was the measured extracted ion current.

The beam loss during acceleration was not considered. By matching the neutron emis-

sion in the initial rising part of the measured counting rate (i.e. the concentration of

deuterium was reaching saturation) to calculation, measurement and calculation have

been compared in a relative scale. The experimental results were generally found to be

consistent with calculations but, at a detailed level, an over estimation of about 40% of

the emission was often observed, and went up with higher beam power.

In order to test the capability of the LMM to predict the magnitude of neutron

emission in a more precisely way, a new dedicated experiment was performed on 3

consecutive days (6th - 8th, Oct. 2015). The new study makes use of fully developed

IR and calorimetry diagnostics to provide more accurate input data for the calculations.

First, the 2D IR images for all the pulses extracted in the experimental period were

obtained. And the second, benefiting from later refinements of the method to analyze

data from the diagnostic calorimeter, the total beam current loaded on the dump (Ical)

has been derived by dividing the known deposited power by the total applied high

voltage [124]. With the total loaded beam power and the 2D IR images, the loaded
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3. Neutron Emission from Beam-target Reactions

current on each block has then been derived and used as the input for the LMM-based

calculation.

3.2.1 Experimental setup

The test facility ELISE (Extraction from a Large Ion Source Experiment), situated

in the Max Planck Institut für Plasmaphysik in Garching, Germany, is the first large

RF (radio frequency) driven ion source for the production and extraction of negative

ions [125]. The ELISE ion source, with a size of 0.9× 1m2 and an extraction area of 0.1

m2, has the same width but half the height of the ITER source. That indicates that the

ELISE test facility is the perfect experimental platform on which we could investigate the

physics behind the neutron emission from the large current negative deuteium beam-

target reactions for the neutron diagnostics on SPIDER. Negative hydrogen (H) or

deuterium beams here can be extracted and accelerated up to 60 kV for 10 seconds (s)

every 3 minutes out of the continuously operating plasma source [126,127].

An EJ301A liquid scintillator produced by Scionix was installed in vicinity of one

of the two inner walls of the ELISE facility to monitor the neutron emission. The

scintillator was placed behind the beam dump and in the same horizontal level as the

center of the dump, as shown in figure 3.5. The distance between the dump and detector

is approximately 2.8 m.

Detector

~2.8 m

Figure 3.5: Left: The ELISE test facility with indicating the neutron detector position,
extracted from ref. [123]; Right: The top view of schematic diagram of the ELISE
facility showing the deuterium beam, beam dump, and the position of the installed
liquid scintillation detector.
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3.2 Time trace of neutron emission measurements at the ELISE facility

3.2.2 Time trace of neutron emission measurement

The EJ301A scintillator has a detection efficiency of 16% to 2.5 MeV neutrons and

was coupled to an active base H10580 Hamamatsu PMT to minimize gain shifts [128].

The signals coming from the detector were digitized by means of a 14 bit, 400 MS/s

custom digitizer based on the ATCA (Advanced Telecommunications Computing Ar-

chitecture) platform [129]. A standard charge comparison technique PSD by comparing

the long/short gate charge integration of the signals, as we introduced in section 2.2.3,

has been applied for n/γ-rays discrimination.

In order to monitor the stability of the PMT, a LED source has been coupled to the

PMT as well. The intensity of the LED source was set as 1000 Hz. With the charge

comparison technique PSD, neutrons, γ-rays, and the LED signals could be separated

clearly, as shown in figure 3.6. In order to reduce the extent of low energy neutrons in

the measured signal, a threshold of 0.26 MeV (Eee), which corresponding to a neutron

energy of 1.15 MeV, was used in the measurements. In this way, the probability of a

wrong n/γ-ray events discrimination was reduced to about 6%.

Figure 3.6: Particles discrimination using the charge comparison PSD that applied on
the scintillator. Neutrons, γ-rays, and LED light signals are separated clearly.

The time evolution of neutrons and γ-rays counting rate during a pulse then has

been individually reconstructed. Figure 3.7 shows the measured neutrons, γ-rays, and

LED signals for an extracted pulse in ELISE as a function of time. The PMT was

found stable and the time evolution of measured neutrons and γ-rays, as expected, was
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3. Neutron Emission from Beam-target Reactions

similar. The simultaneous radiation emission started at the beginning of each pulse and

the ration of neutrons to γ-rays was about 2-3. For each extracted deuterium pulse on

ELISE, the measured neutrons always show a constant intensity as a function of time

in pulse duration, as shown in figure 3.7. In order to compare the measurement with

calculation, which is mainly based on the LMM by employing the beam current and high

voltage (HV) that have been measured for each pulse, the average intensity of neutron

emission for each pulse has been calculated.
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Figure 3.7: The time trace of neutrons, γ-rays, and LED signals emission measured for
the same extracted pulse in ELISE.

3.2.3 Operation of pulsed deuterium beams

Ions were extracted from the source and accelerated to the dump pulse by pulse. The

extraction (Uex) and acceleration voltage (Uacc) for the ELISE source were supplied by

two “stacked” HV-Modules, capable of up to 35 kV, 50 A and 70 kV, 25 A, respectively

[130]. The total energy of ions arrived at the beam dump, i.e. the total high voltage

applied on the ions, were obtained by summing the measured extraction and acceleration

voltage (Uex + Uacc).

The beam dump consists of 4 HCP (hexagonal close packing) copper plates with a

size of 600 mm × 600 mm, 2 cm thick, covering a total area of 1.2 m × 1.2 m, and is

designed to stop an ion beam of 20 A with up to 2◦ divergence [115]. Each calorimeter

plate is made of a copper back plate, with embedded cooling water circuit, and 15 ×
15 copper blocks (beam facing area: 38 mm × 38 mm, thickness: 25 mm, gap between
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3.2 Time trace of neutron emission measurements at the ELISE facility

blocks: 2 mm) which are individually brazed on the beam-facing side of the back plate

with an intermediate thermal resistance [131]. The side facing the beam is coated with

Molybdenum Disulde (MoS2) to perform IR analysis. This is done by a micro-bolometer

IR camera (FLIR A655sc), which is triggered 5 seconds before the HV phase and acquires

IR images for one minute, including the 10 s beam time, with the aim to measure the

average temperatures of each block [132]. The camera is equipped with a wide angle

objective that provides full view of the calorimeter. Through an evaluation procedure it

is possible to obtain a 2D image of the beam power distribution with a total resolution

of 30 × 30 “pixels”. With the 2D image of the beam power distribution and the ion

current, the deuterium flux on each block can be determined by using the equation 3.2,

and then the total neutron emission on the dump can be calculated using the LMM.

182 pulses, with increasing beam current (Iion) in the range about 6 A - 17 A and at

a fixed total voltage V = 30 kV, have been extracted, as shown in figure 3.8. The lower

beam power corresponds to the region where < 10% discrepancies between calculations

and data were found in our first experiment [92]. The time shown here (x axis) is the

accumulated beam time, i.e. the effective time of beam pulses, net of pauses. The

accelerated current reaching the dump, Ical, can be however different from the total

extracted ion current Iion, up to about 20% - 30%, as some ions were stopped by the

grounded grid and the ground shield in their path from the RF source to the dump [124].

The drop of Ical at t = 1074 s was due to a fault of the calorimeter diagnostic in one

pulse.
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Figure 3.8: Operation parameters of the dedicated neutron experiment on ELISE in
2015. Left: the total high voltages that applied on ions; Right: current of the ion beam
and the current loaded on the dump.
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Before the dedicated experiment, a set of experiments with different parametric deu-

terium beams (e.g. different voltages, currents, and beam profiles) were performed from

the beginning of the deuterium campaign (15 Sep., 2015) so that we could assume that

deuterium concentration has reached at saturation. Deuterium beams were designed to

focus on the beam dump as could as possible and to achieve very similar beam profiles

when the machine was operated at increasing values of the current. Figure 3.9 shows

the example of beam images obtained by the IR camera in the three experimental days.

Beam profiles were similar and most of them were focused in central part where the

deuterium concentration has been assumed as saturation.
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Figure 3.9: Typical beam profiles measured during the neutron emission experiment on
the 3 consecutive days with the ELISE IR camera and normalized to the total deposited
beam power.

3.2.4 Results and Comparison with calculations

In order to interpret data, for each of the pulse we performed, the expected time

dependent neutron yield (Y (t)) was calculated based on the LMM of deuterium depo-

sition in the dump made by 99% of copper. The deposition profiles of deuterium in

the dump have been calculated with the TRIM code with incident energy from 27 keV

to 31 keV with a step of 0.5 keV. The deposited power distribution on each block has

been normalized to the total deposited beam power on the dump, which was used to

calculate the incident deuterium flux on each block. The concentration at saturation

was set as 20% based on ref. [119] and our previous experiment [92]. In order to compare

simulations and measurements in a more quantitative way, the conversion coefficient k

from calculated neutron yield Y (t) (neutron/s from the target) to the detector counting
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3.2 Time trace of neutron emission measurements at the ELISE facility

rate (rn) has been determined. As k depends only on the neutron transport from the

dump to the detector and the detection efficiency of the scintillator, it can be empirically

evaluated by the ratio between the simulation and measurements at one experimental

point where the LMM based calculation is assumed to be correct that can be used to

describe the physics behind the LMM perfectly. As the beam currents that extracted

in the first 600 s as shown in figure 3.8 were stable, data in the period (200 s - 408 s)

have been used to calculate different k values, for calculations based on the Iion and Ical,

respectively.

Figure 3.10 (left) shows the neutron counting rate during our experiment, together

with the converted LMM-based calculations by using the ion current (Iion) and the

loaded current on the calorimeter (Ical), respectively. As neutron emission responds to

changes of the current reaching the calorimeter, as well as to the build up of deuterium

concentration in the dump, for each value of Iion we performed several pulses until a suf-

ficiently stationary neutron rate was observed so to enable a clean comparison between

data and simulations. The discrepancies between calculations and measurements, pre-

sented by C/E (ration of calculations to experiments), are shown in figure 3.10 (right).

From the results of figure 3.10 we observed that, at t > 600 s, calculations based on

Ical agree better with experimental results, as expected, showing that well calibrated

neutron measurements are sensitive even to current variations smaller than 20%, such

as the difference between Iion and Ical.

Figure 3.10: Comparison of measurements and calculations based on the LMM by em-
ploying beam current Iion and Ical, respectively. The error bars on the data are of the
same size as the dots.

Concerning the beginning phase (t < 100 s) at Iion ≈ 7 A, the LMM model was

found less accurate. This is due to some missing beam profile measurements during the
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technical discharges performed in the days preceding our experiment. Some uncertainties

then have been introduced in our determination of the detailed build up of deuterium

concentration before the full saturation was reached (stationary neutron emission) at

t > 200 s.

A closer inspection to figure 3.10, however, reveals that, albeit at the level of < 10 %,

there still seems to be a systematic discrepancy between measurements and Ical based

simulations that Ical based calculations tend to overestimate neutron emission. On the

contrary, Ical based calculations always underestimate emission, but the agreement with

measurements is improved as current gets larger. Compared to our former experiment,

where we observed a disagreement at the level of ≈ 30 % already at Iion = 8 A - 10 A, we

can conclude that an accurate knowledge of the beam profile and current is essential for

a reliable determination of the neutron emission and improves the agreement to a better

than 10 % level. The discrepancies observed earlier were most likely due to insufficient

input diagnostic information.

At the same time, however, we found no way to reconcile the remaining difference

and we conclude that some additional deuterium diffusion caused by temperature effects

away from the saturation state must be included in the model to completely account

for the observations. This process, which is outside the LMM used here, does not play

a very important role at the currents and voltages we have tested so far, as we were

able to predict neutron emission with an accuracy better than 10%. However, our data

provide reasonable evidence that diffusion outside the LMM is at play in beam-target

neutron emission experiments and becomes progressively more important as beam power

is increased, as shown in figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11 shows a linear correlation between the C/E and deposited beam power,

but for a few outliers. These correspond to the first few pulses of each experimental day

or after a long duration between pulses when, presumably, a full saturation of the deu-

terium concentration in the dump was not yet reached as the deuterium diffusion effect.

A linear fit to the data of figure 3.11 yields C/E = (3.55± 0.08)× 10−4Power(kW ) +

(0.945± 0.002). For comparison, SPIDER is meant to operate with I = 40 A, V = 100

kV, up to 1 h beam pulses. The power V · Ical delivered on the dump by the beam at

SPIDER will therefore be about 4000 kW and about 10 times larger compared to our

experiment. Considering the area of the beam dump in SPIDER is 2 times larger than

that in ELISE, the LMM based neutron emission calculations for SPIDER may be over

estimated by up to a factor 1.645 under the assumption that deuterium diffusion outside
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Figure 3.11: The ratio of the calculations and measurements C/E as a function of the
beam power loaded on the dump.

the LMM scales linearly as the beam power density. This suggests that a quantification

of the diffusion coefficient that needs to be added to the neutron emission model is

demanded for reliable predictions at SPIDER.

3.3 Probing the LMM on ELISE and implications

for SPIDER

3.3.1 High power beam-target neutron emission on ELISE

In order to verify whether the linear, empirical correction which we derived from the

beam-target neutron emission experiment in the power range 160 kW to 440 kW still

extrapolates linearly towards the beam power expected at SPIDER, we then performed

another dedicated experiment that explores the beam power approaching the maximum

capabilities allowed by the ELISE facility in 2017. The beam power was scanned from

about 200 kW to 950 kW by modifying the beam current and/or applied voltage in a

controlled manner. The filling pressure was set to 0.6 Pa. 231 deuterium pulses have

been extracted in 3 different experimental days. The operation parameters including

the beam currents deposited on the dump, high voltages (HV) are shown in figure 3.12.

Still, particular attention was paid to ensuring a constant beam size and profile as
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Figure 3.12: High voltage (kV; left scale) and current (A; right scale) parameters of the
deuterium beam extracted in the neutron emission experiment in 2017.

the power was scanned. A 2D beam power deposition profile (obtained by the 30× 30

blocks) at low (300 kW) and high (900 kW) power deposition (W/m2) is shown in

figure 3.13. The deuterium beam power deposition profiles are very similar in the two

cases as we have designed the beam parameters on purpose to achieve concentrated and

comparable profiles at different powers.

W/m2 W/m2

-60-60

Figure 3.13: Deuterium beam power deposition profiles measured in the neutron emis-
sion experiment by the ELISE infra-red camera at low (300 kW, left) and high (900 kW,
right) power deposition on the dump.

Neutron emission is still measured by the calibrated Scionix-EJ301A liquid scintilla-

tor which was used also in our previous experiment at the same position. The average
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neutron intensity measured during each pulse was used to compare with LMM based

calculations. As a set of experiments with a 22-44 keV deuterium beam was performed

before the dedicated neutron emission experiment from the beginning of the deuterium

campaign (25 Apr., 2017), the deuterium concentration has been assumed to saturation.

Figure 3.14 shows the LMM based calculation of the time trace of neutron emission to-

gether with the measurement in our dedicated experiment. The calculation is based

on equation 3.1 and uses as input the measured diagnostic information on the beam

(current, voltage, profile). In general the LMM based calculation reproduces the basic

features of the emission, i.e. the step ladder increase of the neutron yield as the beam

power on the target increases. In order to compare calculations and measurements in a

more quantitative way, the conversion coefficient k from calculated neutron yield Y (t)

to the detector counting rate rn has been determined by normalizing data at 200 kW on

the dump between t=114 s and t=209 s, where the LMM based calculation is assumed

to be correct.
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Figure 3.14: Calculated neutron emission from the dump as a function of time (left axis)
compared to the measured counting rate (right axis).

Figure 3.15 shows the comparison of measurements and calculations on a quantitative

ground, albeit on a relative scale. If the LMM model held exactly at any power on the

dump, we would expect that the ratio between calculations and measurements C/E = 1,

but this contradicts the experimental data here. Instead, the LMM based calculations

predicted systematically more neutrons than found experimentally, especially for the

pulses that the deposited beam power were at high power level, as we observed in our
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former experiment introduced in section 3.2.
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Figure 3.15: (Top) Beam power impinging on the dump as a function of time; (Bottom)
Ratio between calculations and measurements as a function of time.

In order to observe the discrepancy between the LMM based calculations and mea-

surements with the change of deposited beam power, the C/E values as a function of

beam power have been analyzed, as shown in figure 3.16. The relationship between

the two parameters is linear except a few outliers, which correspond to the first few

pulses of each experimental day when a full saturation of the deuterium concentra-

tion in the dump was not yet reached. A linear fit to the data of figure 3.16 yields

C/E = (7.1± 0.1)× 10−4Power(kW ) + (0.841± 0.008).

In this experiment, the deposited beam power on the dump has been obtained with

two individual methods by using: the IR camera and the calorimeter. The copper

plates are attached to a support structure made of stainless steel tubes that also serve

as pipelines for the beam dump cooling circuit. Each block operates therefore as a small

inertial calorimeter that stores the heat during the beam pulse and slowly cools down in

the pause between beam pulses [131]. The blocks and thermal resistances are designed

so that the power deposited in a block during the beam-on phase is approximately

proportional to the temperature increase of the block, allowing for easy calculation of the

average beam power impinging on a block during the pulse. This gives the possibility to

measure beam power separately for the copper plates and then to calculate the deposited

beam current on each block. In order to confirm the linear relation between this two

methods, deposited beam powers have been compared, as shown in figure 3.17. A good
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Figure 3.16: Ratio C/E between the calculated and measured neutron emission as a
function of the beam power deposited on the dump.

linear fit (R2 = 0.965) has been applied and it shows that the two methods could

provide almost the same value (slope = 1.003) independently. That means that the two

measured beam powers could provide the same results: the ratio between calculations

and measurements (C/E) on a relative scale has been found to exceed unity beyond the

observed fluctuation level of the data points at constant power and to scale linearly with

the beam power in the range 200 kW to 950 kW.

3.3.2 Implications for SPIDER

In order to understand the results of figure 3.16 a hypothesis has been made that

the dominant effect is a reduction of the deuterium concentration at saturation as a

function of temperature. Qualitatively, one can expect temperature to promote the

diffusion of deuterium in the dump and we here speculate that this is manifested in

the different concentration reached at saturation as a function of temperature. The

IR diagnostics installed at ELISE determines the difference ∆T between the average

temperature of each individual block of the beam dump before and after irradiation.

By defining the hypothetical temperature dependent saturation rate (HTDSR) as the

concentration at saturation required to exactly match the experimental data at each

temperature, the HTDSR as a function of ∆T averaged over the dump surface has been

calculated, as shown in figure 3.18. As the concentration at saturation used at a power
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of the beam power impinging on the dump measured by the
IR camera and the calorimeter.

of 200 kW is 20%, data show a linear decrease of HTDSR versus ∆T which is described

as HTDSR = −4.35 × 10−4∆T + 0.218. This formula can be used as an empirical

correction for neutron emission calculations at SPIDER.
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Figure 3.18: The hypothetical temperature dependent saturation rate as a function of
the temperature difference after and before the beam impinging.

On the other hand, the dump has always been coated with a suitable black material

to overcome the problem of the low copper emissivity which is important for the IR
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3.3 Probing the LMM on ELISE and implications for SPIDER

camera for light collection. In ELISE, the side facing the beam is PVD (Physical vapor

deposition) coated with Molybdenum Disulde (MoS2) and will be cleaned and coated

again before each campaign. However, the thickness and uniformity of the coating

are very hard to be measured precisely and there is no need for measurements with

IR camera and the calorimeter. The thickness of the coating is given as about 3µm

in design [122]. The density of natural MoS2 is 5.06 g/cm3 [133, 134], but the values

for different types of sputtered MoS2 coating were determined to be about 3.3 - 3.95

g/cm3 [135], which are significantly lower than the bulk density. Even taking the lowest

density (3.3 g/cm3) in consideration, the projected range of 60 keV deuterium ions in

coating would be about 0.62 µm based on TRIM calculation. This means that the

incident deuterium lose its whole energy and be trapped in the coating. In order to

repeat the LMM based calculations with the MoS2 material, the deposition profiles

of deuterium in coating have been calculated from 27keV to 56 keV with a step of 1

keV. After repeating the calculation and comparison as introduced in section 3.2, the

discrepancy between calculations and measurements (C/E) as a function of deposited

beam power has been obtained, as shown in 3.19, together with the saturated data

shown in figure 3.16. In order to compare the two LMM based calculations, data are

normalized with the same pulses (114 s - 209 s). In the calculation based on the neutron

production happened in the layer of MoS2, the concentration rate at saturation was set

as 20% as well.

As the density of the sputtered MoS2 coating was not determined and no study

of the deuterium implantation in the coating material has been found, it’s difficult to

obtain the right density of suitable saturation concentration rate as inputs in the LMM

based calculations. For simplification, a reasonable density of 3.5 g/cm3 was set, and the

calculations based on different saturation concentration rates in range 10% to 60% have

been performed and compared, as shown in figure 3.20. Calculations were normalized

with the data in range 114 s - 209 s, the same period that has been used to normalize

data for converting calculations to measurements. We can note that the differences

among those calculations are small (within 1%), which indicates that the LMM based

calculation by applying any reasonable density or saturation concentration rate is stable

for comparing with measurement when the deuterium concentration in target has been

reached at saturation.

In SPIDER, the front surface of the dump, with expected temperature up to 350
◦C, will be coated with a suitable black molybdenum disulphide coating, i.e. Molykote
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Figure 3.19: Ratio C/E between the calculated and measured neutron emission as a
function of the beam power deposited on the dump by assuming that the deuterium
deposited the whole energy in the layer of MoS2 coating (red) or in the copper dump
(blue).
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of different calculations based on different saturation concen-
tration rates of deuterium in sputtered MoS2 coating.

D-321R, made by Dow Corning, to reduce the reflection from the opposite panel [110],

and in this case also to overcome the problem of the low copper emissivity, as effectively

achieved on ELISE [136]. To this end, considering the similar materials used as the

dump and coating on ELISE and SPIDER, a similar calibrated scintillator will also be
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installed on SPIDER as a neutron emission monitor. The prediction of neutron emission

by applying the LMM as introduced in this thesis would be adapted by the empirical

corrections based on measured temperature difference that has been observed in this

thesis.
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Chapter 4

Development of A Telescope Proton

Recoil Spectrometer

There is no such thing as darkness,

only a failure to see.

– Malcolm Muggeridge

The principle of neutron detection using a telescope proton recoil spectrometer has been

introduced in section 2.3. In order to measure the neutron spectrum on the ChipIr beam

line, where complex background and intense fast neutrons exist, some TPR prototypes

have been designed for background suppression and been tested at accelerator-based

facilities. Double coincidence TPR based on a silicon detector and a YAP scintillator

has been first designed for wide energy range neutrons measurement. Triple coincidence

YAP scintillator-based TPR confirmed its capacity of neutron spectrum measurement

on fast neutron beam line ROTAX. However, as there is no dedicated shielding and a

collimator on the ChipIr beam line for the TPR spectrometers and there is no need

to build one due to engineering constraints and budget limits, new silicon-based TPR

prototypes by considering both with more coincidence and low sensitive volume detectors

have then been developed to improve the capabilities on background suppression for

intense fast neutron measurement.
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4. Development of A Telescope Proton Recoil Spectrometer

4.1 Configurations of telescope proton recoil neu-

tron spectrometers

4.1.1 Design criteria

One of the attractive features of proton recoil telescopes is the fact that their detec-

tion efficiency can be calculated quite accurately. Because complications such as multiple

scattering or wall effects are largely avoided, the probabilities of neutron scattering and

subsequent recoil proton detection are quite easily calculated from the accurately known

hydrogen scattering cross section and geometric evaluation of the detector solid angle [2].

However, a TPR spectrometer design can vary a lot upon applications request, e.g.:

• the neutron energy range of interest;

• the energy resolution and detection efficiency required by applications;

• and the background in the measurement environment.

Based on the above requirements demanded by applications, one has to consider the

following issues in the design of a TPR neutron spectrometer:

• Choice of proton detectors (type, area, thickness, quantity, etc.);

• Choice of the target (materials, thickness, etc.);

• Experimental arrangements (target-detector distance, the recoil angle θ with re-

spect to incident neutrons, etc.);

• Influence of environment (protons scattering by air, materials close to the beam

and detectors, etc.).

These issues are mostly decided by many different factors. Table 4.1 lists the objec-

tives and related main affecting parameters in a TPR design by using a polyethylene

(PE) target as a converter for neutron detection.

As shown in equation 2.5, the energy of recoil proton (Ep) that scattered on hydrogen

can be calculated easily with incident neutron energy (En): Ep = Encos
2(θ). Here θ is

the recoil angle of recoil protons with respect to the incident neutrons. The energy of

recoil proton decreases with the recoil angle increasing and decreases significantly when

recoil angle is larger than 45◦. On one hand, one would expect to place the detector

with recoil angle as small as it could be, to increase the detectable energy range (extend

the low energy threshold) and detection efficiency, but on the other hand, the pulses
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4.1 Configurations of telescope proton recoil neutron spectrometers

Table 4.1: Objectives and affected parameters in a TPR design

Objectives Main affected factors

Detectable energy range
Recoil angle

Detector thickness

Energy resolution

Target thickness
Target area

Detector area
Recoil angle

Detection efficiency
Target thickness

Target-detector distance
Recoil angle

Pile-up

Recoil angle
Target-detector distance

Detector property
Detector active volume

Shielding

pile-up effect and radiation tolerance of the detector with low recoil angle in high intense

neutron field have to be considered. The choice of the type of the detectors (∆E and E)

and their thicknesses are decided by the radiation field and the energy range of interest.

In general, thick PE target could increase the detection efficiency, but on the other

hand, could worse the energy resolution because some produced recoil protons would

be stopped or broaden by the PE target itself. The choices of target-detector distance

and the active area of the detector are also a kind of compromise upon requested energy

resolution and detection efficiency. For measuring the neutrons in a complex radiation

field, one also has to consider the shielding, the pulses pile-up effect on detectors, and

the choosing of proper type of detectors.

In order to observe how those factors affect the design of a TPR neutron spectrome-

ter, a simple model by discussing the influence of the target and set-up arrangement has

been built and simulated by the Monte-Carlo (MC) method-based code MCNPX [137].

4.1.2 MC method-based simulations

In the MCNPX model, a very small (Φ 1 mm) surface neutron source has been

modeled as a neutron beam line. A PE target with density of 1.0 g/cm3 and radius

of 2.5 cm has been built as the neutron-proton converter. A spherical surface with its

center at the center of the PE target has been used as a detector to count the recoil

proton emission from the PE target. The radius of the detector was set as 50 cm, and
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4. Development of A Telescope Proton Recoil Spectrometer

the spherical has been divided into 19 parts from -95◦ to 95◦ to count the flux and

spectrum of recoil protons. The schematics of the TPR model is shown in figure 4.1.

Z

X

Φ1mm

Neutrons
5o

5o

5o

Air

Figure 4.1: Schematics of the TPR model in MCNPX. Neutron flux on the spherical
surface have been counted in every 5 degree.

The environment between the detector and the PE target was set as air with a

density of 0.001205 g/cm3 by considering the reality of our later experiments at ISIS.

The la150h library [138, 139], which is dedicated for proton transportation, has been

employed. The primary energies of neutrons were set from 10 MeV to 100 MeV with

a step of 10 MeV. For different energetic incident neutrons, run events with different

thick PE targets have been performed. The thicknesses of the PE targets were set as

0.1 mm to 0.6 mm with a step of 0.1 mm, and 0.8 mm, 1.0 mm, 1.2 mm, 1.5 mm, and

2.0 mm, respectively. Figure 4.2 shows the flux of recoil protons as a function of recoil

angle (in degree) for different thick PE targets with the incident neutron energies at

20 MeV, 60 MeV, and 100 MeV, respectively. For low energy neutrons, the energy of

recoil protons is corresponding low. As the neutron-proton conversion efficiency is low

in thin PE targets and more produced protons are stopped in the thick target itself, the

detection efficiency is relative low for low energy neutrons with not much affects from

the thickness of the target. In general, thick PE target could generate higher detection

efficiency than thin target, especially for high energy incident neutrons. This could

provide an information for choosing the experimental arrangement and the thickness of

the PE target demanded by the detectable energy range and the detection efficiency of

interest.

One could also note from figrue 4.2 that the flux of recoil protons drops very fast
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Figure 4.2: Recoil protons flux as a function of degree of the TPR system with respect
to the incident neutron beam. Simulations with 20MeV, 60MeV and 100MeV incident
neutrons are shown from left to right, respectively.

with the recoil angle in the range 50 ◦ − 80 ◦, which is mainly resulted by the feature

of the angular distribution of the neutron elastic cross section on hydrogen, as shown

in figure 4.3. Here the angular distributions of the H(n, el) reaction cross section for

different energetic neutrons, which were extracted from the JENDL-4.0/HE library [140],

have been presented. The cross section drops significantly as the recoil angle increases,

especially in angle range of 50◦ − 80◦.
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Figure 4.3: The angular cross section distribution of the H(n, el) reaction extracted
from the JENDL-4.0/HE library.

In order to observe the energy resolution affected by different thick PE targets, the

recoil proton spectrum, which is detected by the detector positioned at an angle of 30 ◦

with respect to the incident neutron beam line, has been obtained, as shown in Figure

4.4 as an example for 100 MeV incident neutrons. As the solid angle of a cone was

chosen as a step of 5 ◦ to count the flux on sensitive spherical surface which is 50 cm

far away from the center of the PE target, the angle and the distance are relative large

which correspondingly give a large counting area on the spherical surface and result in
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a large FWHM of the proton peak contributed by the scattered protons on H on the

energy spectrum.
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Figure 4.4: Recoil proton spectrum with different PE target thickness at 100 MeV
incident neutrons.

In principle, the more thick the PE target is, the more recoil protons will be scattered.

Correspondingly, the incident neutrons are moderated, and the recoil protons are more

easier to lose energy in the target, both result in the broaden of the FWHM of the

recoil proton spectrum. In order to observe the influence of the PE target thickness on

detection efficiency, four different recoil angles were chosen to count the flux of recoil

protons as a function of the PE target thickness, as shown in figure 4.5. In general, the

detection efficiency increases with the thickness of the PE target increases. However,

when the detector is placed at a large angle with respect to the incident neutrons,

the detection efficiency is more easier reaching to a saturation level as increasing the

thickness of the PE target, for instance, as shown in the right bottom figure on figure 4.5

for 30 MeV incident neutrons. In this case, increasing the thickness would not increase

the detection efficiency significantly but would worse the energy resolution.

With the general analysis of a MC simulation model for designing a TPR neutron

spectrometer, some choices for making a real TPR neutron spectrometer, e.g. the thick-

ness of the PE target, the angle of the detector placed with respect to the incident

neutron beam line, and the interested detection energy range etc., can be preliminary

determined upon the requests by applications. By using the projected range data of

protons in some materials provided by the SRIM code, the thickness and materials of

the detectors can also be chosen. To this end, considering the environment (complex
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Figure 4.5: Flux of recoil protons as a function of PE target thickness at positions of
0 ◦, 15 ◦, 30 ◦ and 45 ◦ with respect to the incident neutron beam.

radiation field, wide energy range of neutrons, no dedicated collimator in experimental

hall for detectors, high intensity fast neutrons, etc.) on the ChipIr beam line, two types

of TPR neutron spectrometers, one is based on silicon detectors as ∆E detectors and

a YAP:Ce (Yttrium Aluminium Perovskite (Cerium)) scintillator as E detector (called

scintillator-based TPR spectrometer in the following), and the other one is based only

on silicon detectors (called silicon-based TPR spectrometer in the following), have been

designed and tested.

4.1.3 Scintillator-based TPR spectrometer

The scintillator-based TPR neutron spectrometers are using silicon detectors as the

∆E detectors and a YAP:Ce (YAP in the following) scintillator as the E detector. Two

prototypes, one is consisting of a 500 µm thick surface barrier silicon detector together
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4. Development of A Telescope Proton Recoil Spectrometer

with a 2.54 cm thick YAP scintillator, and the other one is consisting of a 500 µm thick

surface barrier silicon detector, a 1000 µm thick surface barrier silicon detector, and a

2.54 cm thick YAP scintillator, respectively, have been built for different capabilities

on background suppression by performing coincidence analysis. The cylindrical YAP

scintillator has a diameter of 2.54 cm and a thickness of 2.54 cm. YAP scintillator has a

fast decay time (25-30 ns), which can be utilized to minimize pileup for operations at high

background counting rates (say, 100 kHz - 1 MHz background induced by environmental

γ-rays) [141,142], and a good stopping power with a density of 5.37 g/cm3, which can be

used for spectrum measurements of a wide detectable energy range to charged particles

(e.g. protons). The 2.54 cm thick YAP scintillator could completely stop about 115 MeV

protons based on the SRIM code calculation, which corresponds to 230 MeV neutron

if the detector is place at an angle of 45◦ with respect to the incident neutrons. The

most important reason that we apply a YAP scintillator as the E detector for neutron

detection on the ChipIr beam is the good capability of its radiation damage tolerance,

which could make the TPR spectrometer a long-term monitor for neutron spectrum

measurements.

As the scintillator-based TPR spectrometers have the ability to measure high energy

neutrons, the first silicon should be thick enough otherwise the produced high energy

protons will pass through it and deposit a few energy with which one cannot specify the

signals from the electronic noise [143]. However, on the other hand, low energy recoil

protons cannot pass through a thick ∆E detector, which then increase the low detectable

energy threshold. In order to choose a proper thick silicon detector as the ∆E detector,

some MCNPX code-based simulations of the response of different thick silicon detectors

to protons have been performed. Figure 4.6 shows the deposited energy on different

thick silicon detectors as a function of incident proton energy. By evaluating the noise

level of the 300µm and 500µm thick silicon detectors in measurement circumstance, the

minimum energy deposition to get a clear proton signal should be at least 0.6-0.7 MeV.

As the scintillator-based TPR spectrometer could measure protons up to 115 MeV, by

inserting the energy threshold line (red dash line on figure 4.6), the thickness of the first

silicon detector was chosen as 451 µm, the one we have so far in the lab with thickness

closing to 500 µm, for the two scintillator-based TPR prototypes.

The low detectable proton energy threshold using the scintillator-based TPR proto-

types depends on the thickness of the silicon detector. As the thickness of the first silicon

detector was about 500 µm, then the low energy threshold was determined as about 8
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Figure 4.6: MCNPX calculation of energy deposited on different thick silicon detectors
as a function of incident proton energy.

MeV, which is the minimum energy for a proton to be transmitted by silicon, excluding

the energy lost in air and aluminum foils that we used to shield the light and electro-

magnetic noise. Without considering the PSD that could be applied to separate protons

from other particles on the silicon detector and then to lower the detectable energy

threshold, the proton energy range that could be achieved using the scintillator-based

TPR was about 9 MeV to 110 MeV.

4.1.4 Silicon-based TPR spectrometer

The silicon-based TPR prototype, which consisting of 4 different thick silicon detec-

tors, was designed with low sensitive volume and multi-coincidences for intense back-

ground suppression. The thicknesses of detectors from the first one facing to the PE

target are 219 µm, 340 µm, 451 µm and 1022 µm. As the silicon detector can easily be

damaged by neutrons, it’s not suitable for long term measurement of the neutron spec-

trum on the ChipIr beam line, where high intense radiation especially neutrons exist.

However, as there is no dedicated collimator so far for neutron spectrum measurement,

the signals on large volume detector (e.g. YAP scintillator we introduce in the last sub-

section (4.1.3)) would be saturated and cannot be separated by common PSD analysis.

To this end, full silicon detector-based TPR spectrometer could be applied as the low
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volume and low detection efficiency of silicon to neutral particles, e.g. neutrons and

gamma-rays.

With the projected range of protons in different thick silicon detectors calculated

by the SRIM code, the detectable proton energy range using the silicon-based TPR

spectrometer was determined as 5 MeV to 28 MeV.

4.1.5 Advantages and disadvantages

The dominant disadvantage of the proton recoil telescope is its extremely low detec-

tion efficiency (typically one count per 103 − 106 incident neutrons), but on the other

hand, the low detection efficiency shows the capacity of high intense neutrons detection.

This low efficiency stems from two factors, neither of which can be improved without

sacrificing energy resolution of the device. First, the thickness of the target (e.g. PE

converter) must be kept small to avoid appreciable energy loss of the recoil protons be-

fore they leave the target. Usable thicknesses lead to a probability of about 10−4− 10−3

that the incident neutron undergoes a scattering event within the target. Second, the

solid angle subtended by the recoil proton detectors must be kept relatively small to

avoid including too large a spread in recoil angles, and consequently smearing the peak

response function.

One of the attractive features of TPRs, as we introduced in section 2.3, is the fact

that their detection efficiency and response to neutrons can be calculated quite accu-

rately, which gives a simple way to unfold the neutron spectrum and flux. Besides, by

performing the coincidence analysis, the background can be suppressed efficiently and

particles can be discriminated clearly by using a TPR spectrometer in complex radiation

field.

Table 4.2 shows the comparison of advantages and disadvantages of TPR neutron

spectrometers and the two types of TPR neutron spectrometers that used in this thesis.

In priciple, the two types of the TPR neutron spectrometers could compensate each

other for measuring the neutron spectrum on the ChipIr beam line, where a complex

and intense radiation environment without a dedicated collimator exists.

4.2 Scintillator-based TPR spectrometer

Before testing the scintillator-based TPR spectrometers on the fast neutron beam

lines, e.g. ChipIr, the response of the used silicon detectors and the YAP scintillator to
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Table 4.2: Main advantages and disadvantages of a TPR neutron spectrometer

Main advantages Main disadvantages

TPR spectrometer

a, simple response function to neutrons;
b, accurate detection efficiency;

c, background suppression;
d, charged particles discrimination.

a, low detection efficiency;
b, high detectable lower energy threshold.

Scintillator-based TPR
a, wide energy range;

b, good radiation damage tolerance.
a, sensitive to n, gamma-rays.

Silicon-based TPR
a, non-sensitive to neutrons;

b, background rejection with more coincidences
a, short energy range;

b, easily be damaged by neutrons.

protons should be charactrized first. Especially the YAP scintillator, in which different

energetic protons have different penetration depth (the position of brag peak), the light

collection for different energetic incident protons could not be linear to deposited energy.

In order to characterize the performance of the YAP scintillator to protons, some tests

have been previously performed at the Uppsala tandem accelerator in the energy range

4-8 MeV [142] and at the Legnaro Tandem ALPI-PIAVE accelerator in 9-20 MeV energy

range [144]. To extend the characterization of the light yield of the YAP scintillator to

a higher energy and check the linearly response to protons, the scintillator-based TPR

spectrometer consisting of a 451 µm thick silicon detector and the 2.54 cm thick YAP

scintillator has been tested with up to 80 MeV protons from the cyclotron accelerator

at the INFN-LNS, Catania, Italy.

4.2.1 Response of a YAP scintillator-based TPR to protons

1. Experimental setup

The measurements have been performed with 62 MeV and 80 MeV proton beams us-

ing the cyclotron accelerator at INFN-LNS. Some aluminum (Al) foils with different

thicknesses have been used to reduce the energy of protons impinging on the TPR spec-

trometer and to obtain measurement points in the 5-80 MeV range. As the flux of the

direct proton beam would be too intense to measure, a Rutherford scattering configu-

ration has been used to reduce the flux on detectors. This was obtained by using a 0.25

mm thick polyethylene target as a scatterer to produce recoil protons from the primary

beam. The TPR neutron spectrometer was then placed at a distance of 30.5 cm from

the target with an angle of about 27◦ with respect to the incident proton beam, as shown

in figure 4.7. The angle was chosen to be large enough so that the detectors and their

supporting structures did not intercept the beam but, at the same time, so to ensure a

high enough signal (deposition energy) on the detector.
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Figure 4.7: Experimental set up of the TPR spectrometer in INFN-LNS. Top: the
picture of the set up, the TPR is not shown here; Bottom: schematic diagram of the
experimental arrangement. The primary proton beam passes through a fixed golden
target in a vacuum chamber and incident on the PE target, then it will be scattered
and partially be detected by the TPR prototype.

The entrance of the YAP scintillator was covered by a 30µm thick Al foil for the

optimization of light collection. The Si detector was also covered by a layer of 30µm

thick Al foil on two sides to shield from light and electromagnetic noise.

The YAP scintillator was coupled to a Hamamatsu R9420-100-10mod PMT and

operated with negative voltage at 650 V so to cover the whole proton energy range.

The Si detector was equipped with a current preamplifier (CIVIDEC C2 [145]). This 40

dB Broadband Amplifier is a low-noise current amplifier with an analog bandwidth of

2 GHz. Its speed and radiation hardness are optimized for use as a front-end amplifier.

The detector is reverse biased at +170 V. All signals recorded on the two detectors were

fed directly into a 14 bit, 500 MSamples/s digitizer (CAEN DT5730 [146]) and were

saved by triggering the signals on YAP scintillator. The waveforms are then analyzed

off-line for coincidence and pulse height analysis.

2. Coincidence measurements

Two events, recorded by the Si detector (∆E) and by the YAP:Ce scintillator (E) with
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4.2 Scintillator-based TPR spectrometer

the same trigger, are considered to be coincident if the time interval ∆t between them

falls within an acceptance window. The center of this time window Tc was determined

by observing the peak which stands out from a continuum of random coincidences in a

histogram of ∆t vs coincidence events. Figure 4.8 shows an example of determining the

time window for choosing the true coincident events.
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Figure 4.8: Coincident events as a function of time difference between the two signals
on the two detectors.

For each measurement event at primary proton energy at 62 MeV and 80 MeV, the

time difference Tc for picking the true coincident events has been determined from about

26 ns to 34 ns, with corresponding widths of 10 ns to 12 ns. As the length of two signal

cables used for the two detectors were almost the same, then the time difference between

the two signals on the two different detectors was mainly resulted by the electron transit

time in the PMT, which usually ranges from 20 to 80 ns in various PMT design [2].

The energy deposited by charged particles on the two detectors allow to produce

identification (ID) maps mathematical described by the Bethe formula [16, 95], where

the bending radius of each ID depends on the charge and mass of the ion species. This

makes particle identification possible, such as shown by the ∆E − E contour plot in

figure 4.9. Here we can easily distinguish protons as main contributors to the most

intense ID, which stands out from a structure-less background due to γ-rays. Above

the proton signature, there are then other particles which are separated by the different

charge and mass: deuterons, tritons, 3He and α. The intensity of these signatures is, as

expected, less pronounced than protons, as the lower interaction cross section compared
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to nuclear elastic scattering and higher stopping power in air, Al foils, and Si detector.
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Figure 4.9: ∆E−E contour plot of coincidence events measured by the TPR. Elongated
structures (“bananas”) due to particles produced from the interaction of protons with
the polyethylene target can be clearly seen.

3. Pulse height spectra analysis

Pulse height spectra (PHS) on the YAP scintillator were obtained after coincidence

analysis. Figure 4.10 shows the PHS with incoming protons at 62 MeV and 80 MeV

without any Al foils in front of the spectrometer. The most important feature of the

PHS is the peak at the maximum pulse height position, that is the contribution of

proton elastic scattering on carbon (PeakC). The contribution of scattering on hydrogen

(PeakH) and inelastic scattering on carbon can also be observed. As PeakC has the

highest energy and best resolution, the center of the peak has been used to determine the

relative light yield of the YAP:Ce detector as a function of the incident proton energy.

However, one can also note that the shape of the peak is not Gaussian, which could

be resulted by a non-well collimated beam [144]. Detailed analysis reveals that it was

resulted by protons scattering on air. The statistical error on the PHS position PeakC

is about 0.5-2.3%.
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Figure 4.10: Measured PHS on the YAP scintillator with 62 MeV and 80 MeV proton
beams.

In order to improve the accuracy on determining the center of the proton peak,

which is contributed by protons scattered on C, the PHS has been analyzed by fitting

the highest energy peak with Gaussian functions. Figure 4.11 shows an example of a

fit for a measurement with 80 MeV protons. In the analysis of each PHS we considered

components due to: a) elastic scattering on carbon and on hydrogen; b) inelastic scat-

tering on carbon; c) scattering on air and d) a continuous background that is empirically

described by a polynomial. The position of the 12C elastic scattering peak is the most

important parameter as it is used to determine the relative light yield. At an energy

lower by 4.44 MeV with respect to the 12C elastic scattering peak we then found a fur-

ther peak from inelastic scattering on carbon, where the energy difference corresponds

to the first excited state of the 12C nucleus. As Oxigen and Nitrogen have higher masses

than 12C, scattering by air determines a barely visible peak at even higher energies than

scattering on carbon. Concerning the peak broadening, kinematics predicts wider peaks

when scattering occurs on lighter elements. This is why the elastic scattering peak on

hydrogen is significantly larger than that on 12C.

4. Light output of the YAP scintillator

Some Al foils of different thicknesses were placed in front of the TPR system to obtain
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Figure 4.11: Fit of the experimental data with different components that contribute to
the measured spectrum, as indicated in the legend. An empirical polynomial fit is used
to described the background.

a range of different proton energies on the TPR from the two beam energies (62 and 80

MeV) available with the cyclotron accelerator. The proton deposition energy on the YAP

scintillator after passing through the Al foils has been calculated with two independent

methods that were found to be consistent. The first method was the simulation using

the MCNPX code by employing the la150h library. This determines the transport of

protons including scattering on the target and struggling in the Al energy degrader

and air. With the second method, the energy of the scattered protons on carbon (on

polyethylene) was derived analytically based on the kinematical scattering model (see

equation 2.5). Proton energies lost in air, target, Al foils and silicon detector were

determined based on the Pstar library [147] together with using the iterative method.

In this way, each type of materials between the primary proton beam and the YAP

scintillator have been divided into many very thin layers to calculate the residual energy

of proton after passing through each layer. The two methods provided consistent results

within 1%, as shown in figure 4.12.

In order to obtain the relation between the proton deposition energy on YAP scin-

tillator and its relative light yield, the PHS with an energy scale must be provided. In

this experiment the equivalent electron energy (MeVee) scale has been adopted so that

the light yield for protons at an energy Ep is expressed relative to γ-rays of same energy
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Figure 4.12: Calculated proton deposition energy on the YAP scintillator after passing
different thick Al foils placed in front of the TPR prototype.

Eγ = Ep. To this end, we have calibrated the PHS with 137Cs (0.662MeV) and 60Co

(1.17 and 1.33 MeV) γ-ray sources prior to the proton measurements. A linear rela-

tion between pulse height in channels (Chn) and the electron equivalent energy (Eee)

Eee = 1.05×10−2Chn−0.02, as determined by the γ-ray calibration and shown in figure

4.13, has been used to calibrate the PHS.
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Figure 4.13: Calibration of the YAP scintillator using 137Cs and 60Co γ-ray sources at
-650 V voltage supply and its linear fit.
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With this input, from the center position of the 12C elastic peak in the PHS and in

MeVee units, the curve of the relative light yield of the YAP scintillator as a function of

the proton energy has been determined, as shown in 4.14. We find that the relative yield

is linear for the set of data obtained with beam energies of both 62 MeV (R2 = 0.9988)

and 80 MeV(R2 = 0.9989).
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Figure 4.14: Light yield of the YAP scintillator as a function of the proton energy.

Even though the slopes differ for the two data sets, measurements obtained with a

proton beam of 62 MeV show a relative light output of (80.2±0.2)%, while measurements

obtained with a proton beam of 80 MeV provide a relatively reduced light output of

(67.9 ± 0.8)%. After an analysis of the possible causes we concluded that the problem

was a shift of the PMT gain from the first to the second set of measurements, that

were performed on different days. The calibrations with gamma sources were done on

the same day as the first set of measurements, so it is reasonable to assume that the

relative yield determined with these data is the most accurate. As changes of the PMT

gain are important and have been already observed in the measurements reported here,

a radioactive pulser, which is placed on the surface of the PMT and inside the YAP

detector, has been implemented to monitor the long term stability of the PMT in the

later tests of the scintillator-based TPR prototypes.

Besides, as the preamplifier we used for good pulse sharping was current type, the

deposited energy on the silicon detector was proportional to the area of generated pulses.
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In order to deal with the pile-up in intense field measurement, the relation between the

area of each pulse and its PH has been studied, as shown in figure 4.15. Here we note

that the PH is proportional to the area of each proton pulse, which means that the PH

of each pulse is also proportional to the deposited energy of the incident proton. In the

later TPR prototype test, the PH analysis has been applied for coincident analysis.

Protons

3He and α

Figure 4.15: The relation between the area of each pulse and its PH.

4.2.2 Double coincidence TPR spectrometers

As there is no dedicated collimator designed for the neutron spectrum measurement

in the experimental hall on the ChipIr beam line, two prototypes of double coincidence

TPR spectrometers have been designed and tested to characterize the response of YAP

scintillators to background in high intense neutron/gamma field. The first prototype,

which is called thick TPR in the following, consists of a 451µm thick silicon detector

and a 2.54 cm thick YAP scitillator. This TPR prototype has been characterized with

up to 80 MeV protons as introduced in subsection 4.2.1. The other prototype consists

of a 340µm thick silicon detector and a 2 mm thick YAP scitillator, the later one could

fully stop protons up to 27 MeV but has only one-twelfth sensitive volume to the 2.54

cm thick one.

The two prototypes have been test on the ChipIr beam line and the experimental

arrangement is shown in figure 4.16. The polyethylene (PE) scatter (target), which was
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used to convert neutrons to recoil protons, was 1.2 mm thick and placed at the axis of

incident neutrons. Two TPR prototypes were positioned at an angle of 45◦ with respect

to the incident neutrons. The distance between the center of the PE target and the first

silicon detector was about 27 cm.

Beam window

PE target

TPR

Control room

Electronics room

Neutrons

Figure 4.16: Experimental arrangement of the double coincidence scintillator-based TPR
prototypes test on the ChipIr beam line.

Two YAP scintillators were coupled with Hamamatsu R9420-100-10mod PMTs and

operated with negative high voltage at -650V for the thick YAP (φ2.54 × 2.54 cm)

and -700V for thin YAP (φ2.54 × 0.2 cm). The used two silicon detectors for the two

TPR prototypes were equipped with two low-noise current preamplifiers (CIVIDEC C2).

Silicon detectors were operated with positive high voltages at +100 V and +170V for

300µm and 500µm thick silicon detectors, respectively. The test of each TPR prototype

was separately, e.g. every time only one TPR prototype was measuring, as shown in

figure 4.17. Both of the signals from the PMT and the silicon detector were fed directly

into a 14 bit, 500 MSamples/s desktop digitizer (CAEN DT5730).

As we introduced in subsection 1.3.1, the 800 MeV proton beam at ISIS has a

repetition frequency of 50 Hz and a double bunch fine structure. The two proton bunches

are about 70 ns wide (FWHM) each and 322 ns apart. In this experiment, a 4060 ns long

waveform was triggered by a signal from the proton beam line for each ISIS pulse, and

the data has been stored for both detectors (∆E and E) at the same time. This means

that even if the global count rate is relatively low (50 Hz), the instantaneous counting

rate can be very high (> 1 MHz): more than one signal pulse is typically present in the

time window, and pile-up would be an important issue for the YAP scintillator. Figure
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Thick TPR

Thin TPR

Figure 4.17: Pictures of the two sets of scintillator-based TPR spectrometers. Left:
Thick TPR (500 µm Si + 2.54 cm thick YAP scintillator); Right: Thin TPR (300 µm
Si + 2 mm thick YAP scintillator).

4.18 shows an example of waveforms on the two detectors of the thick TPR. The x axis

is the pulse length (in points) recorded by the DT5730 digitizer, which digitizes signals

in every 2 ns (interval between two adjacent points here). Two bunches of signals can be

easily seen from the waveform on the YAP detector. Neutrons produced in each bunch

didn’t always generate a pulse on the silicon detector but many signals were detected

by the YAP scintillator. The pile-up was very serious on the thick YAP scintillator and

that would be resulted by the scattered neutrons and γ-rays.

As no dedicated collimator and shielding can be used inside the experimental hall

on the ChipIr beam line, some polyethylene materials and lead bricks were placed in

front of the TPR prototype to reduce the scattered neutrons and gamma-rays from the

upstream direction, as shown in figure 4.16. The beam size was also changed trying to

control the influence from background events. The operations are shown in Table 4.3.

Run 2 - Run10 events are for thick TPR measurements and Run 11 - Run 14 events are

for thin TPR measurements:

Off-line analysis is needed for coincidence measurements with the two sets of TPR

spectrometers to analyze the pulses on YAP from pile-up effect. A self-defined threshold

for each recorded waveform has been set and only the first pulse was set as an effective

pulse for PH analysis if there were some pulses piled up. Pulses on the two detectors

recorded by the same trigger were considered to be in coincidence if the time difference

between two effective pulses falls inside a selected ∆t window. In order to reduce the

probability of random coincidences, the ∆t window must be set as short as possible.
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Figure 4.18: An example of pulses on the thick TPR.

Table 4.3: Experimental arrangements

Run
event

HV on
PMT

Polyethylene
target

Acquisition
Time(sec)

Integrated
beam cur-
rent(uAh)

Remarks

Run 2 -650 Yes 2304 16.576
Run 3 -650 Yes 4356 54.486
Run 4 -650 Yes 3888 45.766
Run 5 -650 Yes 50616 561.99
Run 6 -650 NO 4500 49.939 No target
Run 7 -650 Yes 6360 71.151 Table and lead moved
Run 8 -650 Yes 4440 49.867
Run 9 -650 Yes 1399 15.967 No shielding
Run 10 -650 Yes 1200 13.960 Only Lead
Run 11 -700 Yes 2160 24.581 Detector was not aligned
Run 12 -700 Yes 2520 28.597 Detector was corrected
Run 13 -700 NO 3900 32.322 No target
Run 14 -700 Yes 37020 399.10 Long term

The ∆t window is not centered to zero since different time delays are introduced by the

PMT, cables and preamplifiers, etc. The center of the time window Tc for selecting true

coincident events was found using a routine that counts the number of coincidence events
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as a function of time difference of pulses on the two detectors. Here we first counted

the number of pulses on each detector and then used the time of each pulse (the time of

maximum PH) on YAP scintillator to minus the time of each pulse on Silicon detector.

Then the coincident events as a function of time difference between them have been

obtained for each run event, as shown in figure 4.19 for Run 5, i.e. long-term test of the

thick TPR with a PE target as a scatter.

Figure 4.19: Coincidence events between the pulses on YAP detector and Silicon detector
as a function of their time difference.

We first can note from figure 4.19 that there is a main peak with its center at about

340 ns. This peak was contributed by the pulses generated by the two bunches of proton

beam, i.e. there was a pulse on the YAP scintillator during the second bunch, and at

the same time, there was also a pulse produced by the first bunch protons on the silicon

detector. In data analysis, we can also observe the other peak with its center at about

-340 ns (not shown in figure 4.19). However, the random coincident events raise a large

peak instead of showing a continuum background as shown in figure 4.8. Considering

the length of used signal cables for silicon and YAP scintillator were almost the same,

then the time difference between the two detectors should be in range 20-80 ns, which

is mainly resulted by the electron transmit time in PMTs. Here we note that there is a

small peak raising upon the random coincident events at around 30 ns. By zooming in

this area, the time window for selecting true coincident events has been centered at 28

ns with a width of about 6 ns. At the same time, the true coincident rate, which is the

ratio of true coincident events to the whole coincident events during the time window,
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has been evaluated at about 14%. In this case, the true coincident events, which are

needed for obtaining the neutron spectrum, cannot be obtained because most of the

selected coincident events are contributed by random events.

By analyzing the test data of the thin TPR, a little higher true coincident rate than

the thick TPR has been found, as about 19%-23%. However, those low true coincident

rates are far away in application for neutron spectrum measurements. This could be that,

on one hand, there is no dedicated shielding and a collimator for the TPR spectrometer

on the ChipIr beam line, on the other hand, two coincidence could be not enough for a

good background suppression in intense neutron/gamma-rays field. As there is no need

to build a dedicated collimator due to engineering constraints and budget limits, new

TPR prototypes by considering either with more coincidence or low sensitive volume

detectors (or both) have to be developed to improve the capabilities on background

suppression for intense fast neutron measurement.

4.2.3 Triple coincidence TPR spectrometers

In order to improve the ability of signals coincidence and background compression, a

triple coincidence type of scintillator-based TPR spectrometer has later been designed.

Considering the wide detectable energy range provided by the scintillator-based TPR,

two sets of triple coincidence TPR spectrometers, which are based on a thin (2 mm

thick) YAP scintillator and a thick (2.54 cm thick) YAP scintillator, respectively, have

been developed and tested on the ChipIr beam line and ROTAX beam line. The thin

triple coincidence TPR was designed by adding one more coincidence and has been

tested on the ChipIr beam line. The thick triple coincidence TPR was designed to check

the affect of a beam collimator so it has been tested on the ROTAX beam line where

the neutrons are well collimated.

1. Prototype test of the thin triple coincidence TPR on ChipIr

The thin YAP scintillator-based triple coincidence TPR prototype consists of two Silicon

detectors and a thin YAP scintillator (φ2.54× 0.2 cm), as shown in figure 4.20. A YAP

pulser has been placed on the surface of the PMT to monitor its long term stability. Two

silicon detectors have been covered by a layer of thin Al foil (30µm thick) on each side.

The thinner silicon detector (340µm thick) was placed as the first detector for keeping

the ability of low energy protons detection by performing the coincidence analysis with

the second silicon detector (451µm thick).
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2mm YAPYAP pulser

(inside) PMT

Figure 4.20: Picture of the triple coincidence TPR spectrometer. From top to bottom
are a 340µm thick silicon detector, a 451µm thick silicon detector and a 2 mm thick
YAP scintillator.

Two silicon detectors were equipped with two low-noise current preamplifier (CIVIDEC

C2). The high voltage that applied on the thin silicon (340µm thick) detector was +100

V and was +170 V on the thick silicon (451µm thick) detector. Signals from the PMT

and the two preamplifiers were fed directly into a 500 MSamples/s desktop digitizer

(CAEN DT5730). Background measurement was performed by removing the PE target

at the same conditions compared with the measurement with the PE target. An exam-

ple of pulses on the three detectors triggered by the same signal from the proton beam is

shown in figure 4.21. Here we note that the pulses on the two silicon detectors are clear

but the pile-up is still very serious on the 2 mm thick YAP scintillator. As signals on the

YAP could be generated either by charged particles (p,d,α, etc.) or scattered neutrons

and gamma-rays, it is very hard to separate piled-up pulses by analyzing their pulse

shape. Then only the first pulse in each punch beam has been used for PH analysis.

Pulses on the three detectors recorded on the same waveform are considered to be

in coincidence if the time difference of their maximum falls inside a selected ∆t time

window for each two adjacent detectors. As what we did for analyzing the measurements

performed with the double coincidence TPR in subsection 4.2.2, the time difference,

between the first two silicon detectors and between the second silicon detector and

the YAP scintillator, have been obtained, as shown in figure 4.22. Here the first time
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Figure 4.21: An example of pulses on the two Silicon detectors and YAP scintillator.

difference is defined by using the time of pulses on the second silicon detector to minus

the time of pulses on the first silicon detector, and the second time difference is defined

by using the time of pulses on the YAP detector to minus the time of pulses on the

second silicon detector. Here we can note that there is a peak raising up from large

random coincident events at about 0 ns for the two silicon detectors. This is because

that the used cables length and preamplifiers type for the two silicon detector were

the same. As we observed in subsection 4.2.2 for double coincidence analysis, the time

difference between the silicon detector and the YAP should be at round 20-80 ns, as the

peak shown in figure 4.22 (bottom) at about 30 ns. By comparing the coincident events

as a function of ∆t between two adjacent detectors in measurements with and without a

PE target, the net coincident events distribution was obtained by normalizing events to

the proton beam current as shown in figure 4.22. However, no net coincidence peak was

raised between the second silicon detector and YAP. The reason could be that, as only

the first pulse generated on the YAP scintillator has been considered for PH analysis,

the first pulse usually was contributed by the background.

Given by the net coincident events peak raising from the random (or background)

coincident events, the first two silicon detectors give the possible of using as a TPR for

low energy protons detection, even the true coincident rate was only about 40%. For

different energetic incident protons, the energies deposited on the two silicon detectors
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Figure 4.22: Coincidence events as a function of the time difference of pulses on each
two adjacent detectors. Upper panel: time difference between the two silicon detectors;
Bottom panel: time difference between the second silicon detector and the YAP.

are different. Figure 4.23 (left) shows the relationship of energy deposition on the

two silicon detectors with different energetic incident protons. The calculation was

performed using the MCNPX code. The probability function of energy deposition by

passing through a charged particle in a thin layer of silicon is given by the landau

distribution [148], which gives the error bar of each calculation and forms a “banana”

shape area of the proton identification map, as shown in figure 4.23 (right). For a mono-

energetic incident proton, it deposits more energy on the first silicon detector and less

energy on the second silicon detector when its energy just enable it passing through the

first Si detector. As the incident energy increases, the deposited energy on the first Si

detector decreases but the deposited energy on the second Si detector increase, until the

two silicon detectors just full stop the energy of incident protons. For protons carrying

energy high enough to pass through the two silicon detectors, they deposit less and less

energy on the two detectors as the energy increases.

In measurements, the time difference window for selecting true coincident events

between the first two silicon detectors has been determined as 0-2 ns. By analyzing

the coincident events within that time window, the experimental 2D map of energy
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Figure 4.23: 2D identification map of the energy deposition of true coincident events on
the two silicon detectors.

deposition of coincident events between the two silicon detectors has been obtained, as

shown in figure 4.24. The shape of the distribution, which is similar compared with the

calculation results, can be seen but is not very clear. This is because that there were

still about more than a half events contributed by random coincidence or background

and the measurement was not performed very long.

Figure 4.24: The measured 2D energy deposition map of coincident events on the two
silicon detectors (300 µm and 500 µm thick).

With the triple coincidence thin TPR prototype based on two silicon detectors and

a 2 mm thick YAP scintillator, we demonstrated that the YAP scintillator can not
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4.2 Scintillator-based TPR spectrometer

work properly without a dedicated collimator and shielding as the serious pulses pile-up

effect. The pile-up rate, which is the ratio of piled-up pulses to the total pulses, has

been evaluated for the YAP scintillator as about 60% - 80% on ChipIr beam line. In

order to evaluate the affect of the collimator, a triple coincidence TPR prototype based

on two silicon detectors and a 2.54 cm thick YAP scintillator has been built and tested

on the ROTAX beam line.

2. Prototype test of the thick triple coincidence TPR on ROTAX

The first triple coincidence TPR prototype based on a thin YAP scintillator (2 mm

thick) has been technically useful to verify the quality of the construction of the detec-

tor, i.e. to verify the correct collection of signal waveforms, together with the assessment

of the data analysis workflow required to build the pulse height spectrum and to exploit

the coincidence method for background suppression. However, an unexpected pile up

fraction exceeding more than a half was observed on the YAP scintillator, suggesting

an excessive radiation load by scattered neutrons or gamma-rays. This made the re-

construction of the incoming neutron spectrum not at hand. As the massive, dedicated

shielding house that would be required to suppress the background radiation down to

an acceptable level cannot be built for permanent installation in the ChipIr experi-

mental hall, the general applicability of the TPR technique for measurements of the

fast neutron spectrum by a dedicated experiment with the two silicon detectors and a

YAP scintillator TPR spectrometer has been tested at the ALF/ROTAX beam line,

where the neutron beam is well collimated. The motivation was in this case to mock

up the application of the instrument at ChipIr, but in a mitigated γ-ray background

environment.

The TPR spectrometer, which was consisting of a 451 µm thick, a 1022 µm thick

silicon and a 2.54 cm thick YAP scintillator with the same active area of 450 mm2 facing

the PE target, was positioned at an angle of 30◦ and 45◦ with respect to the incident

neutrons, respectively. The distance between the center of the PE target and the first

silicon detector was about 27 cm. The experimental arrangements on the ROTAX beam

line are shown in figure 4.25 for the two cases.

Each silicon detector was equipped with a low-noise current preamplifier (CIVIDEC

C2). The YAP scintillator was coupled with a Hamamatsu R9420-100-10mod PMT. All

the signals from the three detectors were fed directly into a 500 MSamples/s desktop

digitizer (CAEN DT5730). Pulses on the three detectors were triggered by the proton
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Polyethylene target
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500 µm Si

1000 µm Si

2.54 cm thick YAP + PMT

Figure 4.25: The experimental arrangements of the triple coincidence scintillator-based
TPR prototype test on the ROTAX beam line.

beam from the synchrotron and were saved to computer after digital process for off-line

coincidence analysis, the schematic diagram of electronics flow is shown in figure 4.26.

500μm Si 1000μm Si
YAP

scintillator

Preamplifier

CIVIDEC C2

Preamplifier

CIVIDEC C2

PMT
R9420-100-10mod

Low voltage

Supply (+12V)

High voltage

Supply

Digitizer

DT 5730

High voltage

Supply

External trigger

from proton beam

PC

Off-line analysis

Figure 4.26: The signals process of the triple coincidence TPR spectrometer test on
ROTAX.

The two silicon detectors were operated at +170 V and +160 V for the 451 µm and

1022 µm thick silicon, respectively. In order to obtain enough high amplitude signals

and at the same time to cover the energy range up to the maximum detectable protons

(about 110 MeV for 2.54 cm thick YAP scintillator), -650 V high voltage was applied on

the YAP scintillator by also considering the energy calibration that has been presented

in subsection 4.2.1.

Figure 4.27 shows an example of pulses on the three detectors. Here we note that

the pulses are very clear and pile-up effect is not high on the YAP scintillator.
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Figure 4.27: An example of measured pulses by the three detectors with the same trigger.

The coincident events as a function of time difference (∆T ) between each two adja-

cent detectors have been analyzed. Figure 4.28 shows an example of coincident events

as a function of ∆T between the first two silicon detectors (left figure) and between the

second silicon detector and the YAP scintillator (right figure), respectively, in a mea-

surement with the PE target. We can note that a clear peak raised up on the random

coincident events. The true coincident rate has been evaluated higher than 90% in this

case. The true coincidence time window was determined as 3 ns with a width of 4 ns

for the coincidence analysis between the first two silicon detectors and as 24 ns with a

width of 4 ns for the coincidence analysis between the second silicon detector and the

YAP scintillator.

By analyzing the coincident events on each true coincident time window, the 2D

map of PH on the two adjacent detectors has been obtained to specify different types of

particles. The three detectors based TPR could be divided into two TPR, respectively,

consisting of the first two silicon detectors and the three detectors. Figure 4.29 shows

the contour plot of the PH produced by coincident events between the first two silicon

detectors. For comparison of the improvement with coincidence analysis, the contour
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Figure 4.28: An example of measured coincident events as a function of time difference
between the first two silicon detectors (∆E1−∆E2, left) and between the second silicon
detector and the YAP scintillator (∆E2− E, right).

plots without coincidence analysis (left figure) and with coincident analysis are shown

together. Here we note that with the coincidence analysis, the quality of particles

presenting and discrimination gets much better. Besides, the intense curve, which is

ascribed to protons knocked on by neutrons in the polyethylene target, is unambiguously

observed. We also note that two faint, secondary curves appear in the upper half of

the plot. This comes from the production of heavier charged particles in the target by

neutron induced nuclear reactions. Albeit weak, the clear identification of the secondary

curves demonstrate the efficiency of the coincidence window method for background

suppression made possible by our instrument design.
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Figure 4.29: An example of measured 2D energy deposition map of coincident events
between the first two silicon detectors. Left: without coincidence analysis; Right: with
coincidence analysis.

By performing the triple coincidence analysis, the low energy part on the E1-E2 con-
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4.2 Scintillator-based TPR spectrometer

tour plot disappeared because all proton passed through the first two silicon detectors,

as shown in figure 4.30. In this case, different type of particles are more easier to be

separated from the contour plot between the second detector and the YAP scintillator

by using the TCutG tool in ROOT.
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Figure 4.30: An example of measured 2D energy deposition map of coincident events
between each two adjacent detectors by performing triple coincidence analysis. Left:
coincidence between the first two silicon detectors (∆E1 − ∆E2); Right: coincidence
between the second silicon detector and the YAP scintillator (∆E2− E).

In order to convert the PH to deposited proton energy on each detector, the energy

calibration of the 1022 µm thick silicon detector has been performed by using the punch

through points resulted by protons, deuterons and tritons. Figure 4.31 shows the relation

between the deposited energy and PH on the 1022 µm thick silicon detector and its linear

fit. A linear relation between PH and the proton energy on the YAP scintillator Ep =

0.01547 × PH − 0.4407, as determined by the calibration that presented in subsection

4.2.1, has been used to obtain the deposited proton energy.

As there were some Al foils between each two adjacent detectors for protecting each

detector from light and electromagnetic noise, the response of each detector to produced

protons from the PE target must be calculated. To this end, a MCNPX model based

on the experimental setup has been built and simulated by considering the energy loss

in air and Al foils. The calculated response matrix is shown in figure 4.32.

With the coincidence analysis in simulation, the energy deposition contour plots be-

tween each two adjacent detectors could be reconstructed. By comparing the simulation

and measurement, the recoil proton energy spectrum has been obtained, as shown in

figure 4.33. As only the fully stopped events have been selected for the ∆E − E TPR,

an energy gap shows on the spectrum. Measurements with and without the PE target
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Figure 4.31: Energy calibration of the 1022 µm thick silicon detector by using the punch
through points resulted by protons, deuterons, and tritons.

Figure 4.32: Response matrix of the three detectors to protons.

have been normalized to the proton beam and compared to obtain the net recoil proton

energy spectrum.

The analysis of the energies contained in the curve is a measurement of the proton

energy spectrum, which can be related to the energy distribution of the neutrons in

the beam by the known geometrical setup of the experiment. When all the detectors

have been calibrated, the neutron energy spectrum can be obtained. Here we have

demonstrated that the application of the scintillator-based TPR spectrometers for fast

neutron spectrum measurement is feasible in a mitigated γ-ray background environment.

However, as the problem of intense background existing on the ChipIr beam line, the

scintillator-based TPR, which is very sensitive to neutrons and gamma-rays, cannot be

applied so far as the pulses pile-up on the scintillator. In this case, low sensitive volume
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Net

Figure 4.33: Measured recoil proton energy spectrum after considering the background
(without PE target).

and multi-coincidence TPR is demanded.

4.3 Silicon-based TPR spectrometer

In order to overcome the limitations encountered in the scintillator-based TPR proto-

type as introduced in section 4.2, a TPR spectrometer consisting of only silicon detectors

has been designed by replacing the YAP scintillator. The concept is expected to miti-

gate the interference of γ-ray background on the data for two reasons. First, the active

volume of each silicon detector is significantly less than that of the 0.2 cm or 2.54 cm

thick YAP scintillatrs, which implies a reduced average counting rate (and hence pile

up probability) for each detector. This part has been proved as feasible by the tests we

performed on the ChipIr and ROTAX beam lines with a triple coincidence scintillator-

based TPR prototype. Secondly, more discrimination windows are made possible by

the use of multiple detectors, which helps at discriminating coincident neutrons against

non-coincident γ-ray events. The construction of the new instrument and a first test of

the concept at the ALF/ROTAX beam line are introduced in this section.

4.3.1 Configuration and experimental setup

The silicon-based TPR prototype consists of four surface barrier type silicon detec-

tors with gold and aluminum (Al) contacts. The active area of them were the same

with a value of 450 mm2. The sensitive thicknesses of the four silicon detectors were

219 µm (E1), 340 µm (E2), 451 µm (E3), and 1022 µm (E4), respectively. Each silicon
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detector, except the third one as the assembly problem, was placed in an Al cylindri-

cal container (as shown in figure 4.34 (right)). The third silicon detector was put in a

plastic cylindrical container. All the four silicon detectors were covered by a layer of

15 µm thick Al foil on two sides to shield from light and electromagnetic noise. They

were assembled from the thinnest one to the thickest one with the thinnest one facing

the incident protons and to the center of the target, as shown in figure 4.34. In order

to perform the pulse shape analysis (PSA) on the first silicon detector, the rear side of

the first detector (219 µm thick) was placed to face the incident protons.

Protons

Al foil Si detector

219 µm 340 µm 451 µm 1022 µm

SS

Container
Al foil

Figure 4.34: Schematic arrangement of the silicon-based TPR prototype and its assem-
bly.

A 2 mm thick polyethylene (PE) layer has been used as a scatter (target) to convert

incident neutrons to protons. The TPR spectrometer was placed at 45◦ with respect to

incident neutrons and was aligned to the center of the PE target. The distance between

the first silicon detector and the center of the PE target was about 23 cm. Figure 4.35

shows the setup on the ROTAX beam line.

Each silicon detector was connected to a low-noise current preamplifier (CIVIDEC

C2). Four silicon detectors, from the thinnest one to the thickest one (E1 to E4), were

reverse biased at +70 V, +100 V, +170 V and +160 V, respectively. All signals were fed

directly into a 500 MSamples/s digitizer (CAEN DT5730) and were saved by triggering

the signals from the synchrotron proton beam. In order to measure the background, the

PE target was removed for a long-term measurement.

4.3.2 Pulse processing and coincidence analysis

The waveforms were processed off-line for coincidence and pulse height analysis.

Waveforms were acquired at the same time on the four silicon detectors by triggering

the signals from the synchrotron proton beam. The length of each waveform was 2030
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PE target

Neutron beam

window
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Figure 4.35: Picture of the layout of the silicon-based TPR spectrometer measurement
on the ROTAX beam line, indicating the neutron beam window, PE target and the
TPR spectrometer with yellow highlights.

points which corresponds to 4060 ns. As the neutron spectrum on the ROTAX beam

line was continuous up to a few hundred MeV, high energetic recoil protons from the PE

target could pass through the four silicon detectors and the Al foils on the two sides of

each detector. However, on the other hand, low energy recoil protons could be stopped

in the first three detectors or even on the first detector. Consequently, the four silicon

detectors could be divided into 3 TPR spectrometers based on the detectable energy

range. For simplification, here we named the TPR spectrometer consisting with the first

two detectors as “D1-D2”, the first three silicon detectors-based TPR spectrometer “D1-

D2-D3”, and the four detectors-based TPR spectrometer “D1-D2-D3-D4”, respectively.

The data files were first read at the same time to check if there was a signal on each

detector, and then the data were analyzed and were classified to each group (TPR).

Figure 4.36 shows the flow chart of the analysis.

In order to check if there was a signal on a detector, a self-defined threshold should

be set properly, and the baseline of each waveform must be evaluated first. The first

400 ns samples of the waveform were used to estimate the baseline by calculating their

average value. The maximum absolute value and the variance of the output digitized

current signal (higher or lower than the base line, i.e. the electronic noise level) during

the first 400 ns samples were obtained. For each TPR spectrometer, the waveform of

each silicon detector has been analyzed to calculate the number of peaks (signals) and

their corresponding parameters, e.g. raise time, pulse height (PH), area and the position
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Figure 4.36: The flow chat diagram of the off-line analysis.

of maximum PH of each pulse. All the analysis was based on the ROOT framework [149]

and the results were save into an individual tree for each TPR spectrometer. Figure 4.37

shows an example of pulses on the 4 silicon detectors by choosing the same time window.

In order to obtain the above mentioned parameters for each pulse, some procedures have

been performed: interpolation of the waveform, find the number of peaks, and calculate

their area, PH and raise time.

In order to get the maximum PH and the raise time of each peak, each waveform has

been curve fitted by applying a cubic interpolation algorithm (third degree polynomial

equation). The number of interpolated points between two adjacent ADC samples (2

ns spaced) has been studied. A calibration of the 1022 µm thick silicon detector with a
241Am α source has been performed and been analyzed with and without interpolation.

Figure 4.38 (left) shows the PH spectrum without interpolation and with 50 points
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Figure 4.37: An example of generated pulses on the four silicon detectors at the same
time window.

interpolation analysis. As the limits of the energy resolution of the detector in air, the 3

α peaks (5388 keV: 1.6%; 5422 keV: 13%; 5485 keV: 84.5%) structure is not clear. Each

PH peak has been fitted by applying a gaussian function to obtain the center of the

peak. We found that the interpolation analysis improves the PH determination when

the number of interpolated points increases, reaching a non-improvement situation for

more than 10 points. In order to improve the PH analysis enough and to make the

analysis time not too long, 10 points interpolation analysis has been used to analyze the

TPR data, which yields a new interpolated sampling rate of 5 GSamples/s.
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Figure 4.38: Calibration of the 1022 µm thick silicon detector and its PH determination
using interpolation method. Left: PH spectrum without and with interpolation; Right:
Determined PH as a function of interpolated points in waveform analyzing.

For each pulse, the start point and the stop point have been obtained by setting a

10% PH threshold, as shown in figure 4.39. The PH was obtained by calculating the

difference between the minimum amplitude of the interpolated samples and the baseline.

The time of the pulse that will be used for later coincidence analysis was the position

of the PH. In case of the PSD analysis by using the area and raise time of each pulse,

the raise time was obtained by using the time difference between the start point and

the PH point. The area of each pulse was obtained by summing up the products of

interpolation bin and the amplitude of each interpolated point from the start point to

stop point. The parameters of each pulse (raise time, PH, area, pulse time, etc.) have

been save into the corresponding TPR tree in a root file for coincidence analysis.

The first three silicon detectors were assembled together with the distance between

each two adjacent silicon detectors lower than 1.5 cm. The distance between the third

and the fourth silicon detector was about 4 cm. If an incident proton punches through a

detector and then arrived at the detector just behind the former one, the time difference

between two generated pulses on the two adjacent detectors would mainly be the sum-

mation of the time difference caused by the preamplifiers, cables and the time of protons

flight between the two detectors. The signal cables used for the first three detectors were

about 15 m long with 0.5 m difference. The signal cable used for the fourth detector

was about 13 meters long. All the four used preamplifiers were the same type so the

difference of time consuming in the preamplifiers should be very low. By performing

the coincidence analysis as introduced in section 4.2, the coincident events as a function
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Figure 4.39: Diagram of the pulses analysis.

of time difference between two adjacent silicon detectors has been obtained by using

the pulse time on the downstream detector to minus the pulse time on the upstream

detector, as shown in figure 4.40. Here we note that the true coincident events raise a

very clear peak from random coincident events. The time difference window (∆T ) for

selecting true coincident events has been determined as -6 ns < ∆T < 10 ns between

E1-E2, -6 ns < ∆T < 8 ns between E2-E3 and -34 ns < ∆T < -24 ns between E3-

E4, respectively. As the large electronic noise on the third detector (E3), the random

coincidence was high on the coincidence analysis between the E2-E3 and E3-E4. In

this situation, the true coincident events still raised clear peaks from random coincident

events, and the true coincident rate was determined larger than 70%.
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Figure 4.40: Coincident events as a function of time difference between each two adjacent
detectors.

With the determined time difference windows for selecting the true coincident events,
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4. Development of A Telescope Proton Recoil Spectrometer

the PH ∆E−E contour plots between each two adjacent detectors for the three silicon-

based TPR spectrometers have been obtained, as shown in figure 4.41. For the “D1-

D2” double coincidence TPR, which corresponds to the case that there was no signal

on the third detector, charged particles are separated clearly based on the 2D ID map.

Along to proton signature, there are other particles which present similar shape by the

different charge and mass: deuterons, tritons, 3He and α particles. The intensity of these

signatures is, as expected, less pronounced than protons, as the lower corresponding

nuclear reaction cross sections compared to nuclear elastic scattering and the higher

stopping power in air and Al foils (on the both sides of each silicon detector). However,

the shape of each type of particles contribution presented here is different from the

“banana” shape as shown in figure 4.9, which presents a typical double coincidence

∆E − E contour plot. Besides the low energy protons, which deposit more and more

energy on the second detector when they fully deposited their energy on it, some high

energy protons are also observed, which carrying high enough energy to pass through

both the detectors. The reason why there was no signal on the third detector would be

that the high energy particles deposited the rest energy on the two Al layers between

the two detectors, or passed through the two Al layers but contributed less energy on

the third detector (less than the self-set threshold), or have been scattered by the air

or Al between the two detectors. For the “D1-D2-D3” triple coincidence TPR and the

“D1-D2-D3-D4” four coincidence TPR, we can also observe the high energy protons

which passed through all the detectors. Besides, some few low energy protons (marked

with a red dash cycle) have been observed on the E1-E2 coincidence contour plot,

which should not be presented here because there was a signal on the third detector

which means that the proton has passed through the first two. This might be caused

by the case that sometimes the signals we analyzed on the third silicon detector were

actually electronic noise as we didn’t set a high threshold on each detector, thus there

was practically no triple coincidence in this case and the incident particles practically

deposited the whole energy on the first two detectors. This part proton events between

E1-E2 have been added to the “D1-D2” double coincident events.

For each TPR spectrometer, e.g. the “D1-D2-D3-D4” TPR, the coincident events

that fully deposited their energy on the last two silicon detectors can be selected by using

the TCutG cut tool in ROOT, as shown in figure 4.42 for selecting protons, deuterons

and tritons. As the three particles were overlapped around punch through points and

could not be separated so far by using PSA, the applied cut area for each type of particles
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low energy p

high energy p

Figure 4.41: ∆E − E contour plots between each two adjacent detectors for the three
silicon-based TPR prototypes. Top panel: “D1-D2” double coincidence TPR; Middle:
“D1-D2-D3” triple coincidence TPR; Bottom: “D1-D2-D3-D4” four coincidence TPR.

only focuses on the low energy region. In this case, we lost some events in near punch

through region but improved (ensured) the accuracy.

By performing the particles selection for protons on the contour plot of E3-E4 for

the “D1-D2-D3-D4” TPR as shown in figure 4.42, the four coincident events for protons

can be selected. Figure 4.43 shows the contour plot of the PH of four coincident events

on the each two adjacent detectors. Some random coincident events have been observed

as the events on the contour plots of E1-E2 and E2-E3 are not on the “curve” which is

determined by the Bethe formula. Consequently, similar cuts have been applied on the

contour plots of E1-E2 and E2-E3, as shown in figure 4.43. With the three set “cuts”

for “D1-D2-D3-D4” TPR, those four coincident events, which passed through the first

three silicon detectors and deposited the full energy on the fourth detector, have been
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Figure 4.42: Particles selection for events that deposited the full energy on the fourth
silicon detector for the “D1-D2-D3-D4” TPR.

selected. By repeating the same procedure for the “D1-D2” and “D1-D2-D3” TPRs,

the corresponding coincident events have been selected, respectively.

E1-E2 E2-E3 E3-E4

Figure 4.43: ∆E−E contour plot between each two adjacent detectors for the “D1-D2-
D3-D4” TPR after performing coincident events selection.

4.3.3 Energy calibration

In a typical ∆E −E telescope spectrometer for charged particles detection, charged

particles have passed through the ∆E detector so the energy deposition on the ∆E

detector always decreases as the energy of incident particles increases. On the contrary,

for particles passed through the ∆E detector and deposited the residual energy on the

E detector, the deposition energy on the E detector always increases as the incident

energy increases, until to an energy point after which the particles can pass through the

two detectors (∆E and E), then the deposition energy on the E detector decreases as

the incident energy increase. The energy point that enable particles just pass through
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4.3 Silicon-based TPR spectrometer

the two detectors is called the punch through point and that can be used for energy

calibration.

In the four silicon detectors-based TPR spectrometer, we can obtain two proton

punch through points for the second and the third detectors based on the contour plots

of E1-E2, E2-E3 and E2-E3, E3-E4, respectively. For the first detector, one proton

punch through point could be first obtained from contour plot of E1-E2. The other

proton punch through point that just enable protons passing through the first detector

could be obtained by analyzing the events that the energy has been fully deposited in

the first detector, i.e. there is no pulse on the second detector. In this case, the PSA

method is needed to discriminate different types of charged particles. Moreover, by

analyzing the coincidence between E2-E3 and E3-E4, more calibration points could be

obtained for the first silicon detector.

The proton punch through point (PTP) for each silicon detector has been calculated

using the MCNPX code by employing with the la150.h library. A continuum energy

proton spectrum with the same intensity from 1 MeV to 15 MeV has been modeled

as the particle generator to calculate the deposition energy spectrum on each silicon

detector. The maximum energy that protons can deposit on each detector is the PTP,

as shown in figure 4.44. The proton punch through point for each silicon detector has

then been obtained from figure 4.44. For comparing with the MCNPX calculations,

another independent way by using the projected range from the SRIM code has been

performed. The two calculated results have been compared as shown in table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Comparison of calculated proton punch through energy in silicon detectors
using MCNPX and SRIM

Calculated proton punch through energy (MeV)
MCNPX SRIM

219 µm 5.2 5.05
340 µm 6.6 6.53
451 µm 7.7 7.69
1022 µm 12.2 12.33

In order to convert the PH channel to proton deposition energy, the response of the

full four silicon detectors-based TPR to protons should be obtained. To this end, a

MCNPX model by considering air, Al foils between each two adjacent silicon detectors,

the sensitive thickness of detectors and the accurate distance between each two detectors

has been built and simulated by employing the la150.h library. Figure 4.45 shows the
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Figure 4.44: Calculated energy deposition on each silicon detector with continuum en-
ergetic protons incident on.

calculated response matrix of each silicon detector to protons. For each mono-energetic

proton (y axis), the energy deposition on each silicon detector is shown (axis). The

probability of a proton depositing energy on each detector is shown as the intensity

(from white to red) which is normalized to one source proton.

In the MCNPX model, each run event has generated 1× 107 protons with the same

energy. Run events with incident proton energy from 4.5 MeV to 40 MeV with a

step of 0.1 MeV have been performed. Therefore, on one hand, the energy calibration

points for the first three silicon detectors could be obtained based on the calculated

response function, on the other hand, the coincidence events between each two adjacent

detectors could be reconstructed to compare with measurements. Figure 4.46 shows the

reconstructed contour plots between each two silicon detectors based on the MCNPX

simulation.

With the analysis of relation between area and PH of each pulse, as shown in figure

4.15, we confirmed that the PH of each pulse is proportional to its area, and linear
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Figure 4.45: Response function of each silicon detector to protons.

Figure 4.46: Reconstructed contour plots between each two silicon detectors based on
the MCNPX simulation.

relations for protons, deuterons and tritons are overlapped, i.e. the relations between

energy deposition and PH are the same for protons, deuterons and tritons. Therefore,

the punch through points resulted by deuterons and tritons on each detector could also

be used for energy calibration. By analyzing the measured PH of each punch through

points, the energy calibration for each silicon detector has been obtained by comparing

the corresponding calculated deposition energy on each silicon detector. Figure 4.47

shows the relation between calculated deposition energy resulted by different types of
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charged particles and the measured PH. A linear fit has been applied for each detector

and the fitting formula is also presented in each figure.
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Figure 4.47: Relations between energy deposition and the measured pulse height for the
four silicon detectors.

4.3.4 Measured recoil proton spectrum

For each TPR (“D1-D2”, “D1-D2-D3” or “D1-D2-D3-D4”) spectrometer, the coin-

cident events could be picked up by using the TCutG tool in ROOT. As the example

shown in figure 4.43 for the “D1-D2-D3-D4” TPR, the coincident events have been first

selected on the E3-E4 contour plot. With the energy calibration curve for the fourth

silicon detector as shown in figure 4.47, all the events have been marked with an energy

information. From the calculated response function for the fourth silicon detector as

shown in figure 4.45, we note that the response of each detector to incident proton is on

a narrow curve when the protons are fully stopped in the detector. By fitting the curve,

the deposited energy that converted from PH with the energy calibration could be used

to calculated the incident proton energy. Figure 4.48 shows the measured recoil proton
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4.4 Prospects for neutron spectrum measurements on ChipIr

spectra using the three silicon-based TPR spectrometers by placing a PE scatter and

removing the target.

Figure 4.48: Measured recoil proton spectrum using the three silicon-based TPRs with
a PE scatter (left) and without a PE scatter (right).

As all the four detectors were not assembled so close that the distance between each

two could be ignored compared with the distance between the target and detectors,

thus, the flux of incident protons on each detector has to be corrected. In this case,

the distance between each two silicon detectors and the detector-target distance have

been used by considering the reverse relation of square distance to correct the relative

flux on the third silicon for the “D1-D2-D3” TPR and on the fourth detector for the

“D1-D2-D3-D4” TPR.

In order to obtain the net coincident events and the corresponding recoil spectrum,

the measured data, with and without the PE target, has been normalized to proton

beam current (µA) from the synchrotron and the experimental duration (h). At the

end, the energy spectrum of the recoil protons that be scattered on the PE target has

been obtained, as shown in figure 4.49.

4.4 Prospects for neutron spectrum measurements

on ChipIr

In order to measure the fast neutron spectrum on the ChipIr beam line, which is

dedicated for electronics radiation studies, some TPR prototypes have been designed

and tested trying to obtain the neutron spectrum for benchmarking MC based simula-

tions and as an experimental input for SEE study. No matter the tests were using a
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Figure 4.49: The recoil proton energy distribution of the coincident events.

double coincidence or a triple coincidence scintillator-based TPR, the pulses pile-up was

too much on the used YAP scintillator, which has a relative fast response time (around

20-40 ns). The pile-up rejection cannot be significantly improved by adding more coin-

cidence analysis. This made the reconstruction of the incoming neutron spectrum not

at hand. As the massive, dedicated shielding house that would be required to suppress

the background radiation down to an acceptable level cannot be built for permanent

installation in the ChipIr experimental hall, thus, a new TPR design by considering the

intense background on the ChipIr beam line is needed.

With the full silicon detectors based TPR prototype, the recoil proton spectrum on

the ROTAX beam line has been well measured. Even the neutron beam is well collimated

on the ROTAX beam line and the background contributed by scatter neutrons and

gamma-rays are much lower than that on the ChipIr beam line, the experience has

still been technically useful to verify the quality of the construction of the detector, i.e.

to verify the correct collection of signal waveforms, to perform the energy calibration,

together with the assessment of the data analysis workflow required to build the pulse

height spectrum and to exploit the coincidence method for background suppression.

The same design silicon-based TPR with well mounted components will be tested on

the ChipIr beam line.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and outlook

Who talks of victory?

To endure is all.

“Wer spricht von Siegen? Überstehn ist alles.”

– Rainer Maria Rilke

5.1 Conclusions

This thesis presents results on fast neutron measurements applied to nuclear fu-

sion and spallation sources, in particular, to deuterium beam diagnostics with neutrons

and to fast neutron beam line characterization on a spallation neutron source. The

novelty of the research activity was the development of instruments and methods for

fast neutron detection with the capability to deal with complex background and for a

fundamental understanding of the process of deuterium implantation and beam-target

neutron emission. These results can be summarized following the two parts of the thesis:

Liquid scintillator for DD reaction neutrons detection and the Telescope Proton Recoil

spectrometers.

Concerning the application of a scintillator for deuterium beam diagnostics by mea-

suring the beam-target neutron emission from the D(d,n)3He reactions, the neutron/gamma-

rays discrimination has been first performed with a low energy threshold of about 1.4

MeV neutrons to avoid the scattering neutrons on neutron intensity determination.

In order to predict the neutron emission, the local mixing model has been applied to

describe the deuterium implantation on the dump and to calculate the time trace of

neutron yield. LMM based calculation has relatively been compared with the measure-

ment. The ratio between calculations and measurements (C/E) on a relative scale has
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been found to exceed unity beyond the observed fluctuation level of the data points at

constant power and to scale linearly with the beam power in the range 200 kW - 950

kW. By assuming difference can be explained by a temperature dependent saturation

rate of deuterons in the target, an empirical correction to neutron emission calculations

for applications at SPIDER has been derived.

Concerning the application of TPR spectrometers for fast neutron spectrum measure-

ment, two types of TPR prototypes, consisting of only silicon detectors and consisting of

silicon detectors and a YAP scintillator, respectively, have been designed and tested try-

ing to obtain the neutron spectrum for benchmarking MC based simulations and as an

experimental input for SEE study. However, an unexpected pile up fraction exceeding

more than a half was observed on the YAP scintillator of the scintillator-based TPR,

suggesting an excessive radiation load by scattered neutrons or gamma-rays. As the

pile-up rejection cannot be significantly improved by adding more coincidence analysis.

This made the reconstruction of the incoming neutron spectrum not at hand. On the

other hand, the two silicon coincidence analysis on the triple coincidence scintillator-

based TPR was first found feasible for recoil protons detection as their relative low

sensitive volume, especially non-sensitive to gamma-rays, which is the main background

on the ChipIr beam line. Then a TPR spectrometer consisting of only silicon detectors

has been designed by replacing the YAP scintillator. The concept is expected to miti-

gate the interference of γ-ray background on the data for two reasons. First, the active

volume of each silicon detector is significantly less than that of the 0.2 cm or 2.54 cm

thick YAP scintillatrs, which implies a reduced average counting rate (and hence pile

up probability) for each detector. This part has been proved as feasible by the tests we

performed on the ChipIr and ROTAX beam lines with a triple coincidence scintillator-

based TPR prototype. Secondly, more discrimination windows are made possible by

the use of multiple detectors, which helps at discriminating coincident neutrons against

non-coincident γ-ray events. The four coincidence silicon-based TPR has been well used

to measure the recoil protons in energy range 8 - 19 MeV. Even the neutron beam is

well collimated on the ROTAX beam line and the background contributed by scatter

neutrons and gamma-rays are much lower than that on the ChipIr beam line, the ex-

perience has still been technically useful to verify the quality of the construction of the

detector, i.e. to verify the correct collection of signal waveforms, to perform the en-

ergy calibration, together with the assessment of the data analysis workflow required to

build the pulse height spectrum and to exploit the coincidence method for background
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suppression.

5.2 Outlook

Based on these results, a similar scintillator as a monitor will be installed at the

SPIDER facility for detecting neutrons from the beam-target reactions. The empirical

correction for local mixing model on describing the deuterium implantation on the dump

at high beam power circumstance, which was derived based on the so far data collected

from the ELISE facility, will also be applied on the SPIDER for aiding the development

of the CNESM neutron imaging system.

As the massive, dedicated shielding house that would be required to suppress the

background radiation down to an acceptable level cannot be built for permanent in-

stallation in the ChipIr experimental hall, a TPR system with low sensitive volume

detectors is needed. With the success test of the four silicon detectors-based TPR on

recoil proton measurement on the ROTAX beam line, a similar design of silicon-based

TPR with well mounted components will be tested on the ChipIr beam line.
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kind person, for having no time to stay with him in his last time. Life is never easy,

care what you love while it lasts.

To life!

30/10/2018

Milan
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h  i g  h  l  i g  h  t  s

• An experiment  on beam-target  neutron  emission  has  been  performed.
• The  experiment  is  of relevance  to  predict  neutron  emission  at the  SPIDER  facility.
• Data  are  compared  to  predictions  based  on  the  local  mixing  model.
• Variations  of  the  neutron  emission  can  be  described  with  10%  accuracy  with  this  model.
• Indication  of  effects  beyond  the  local  mixing  model  is  also  identified  in the data.
• These  may  reduce  neutron  emission  by 40%  at  SPIDER  compared  to a previous  calculation.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

A  dedicated  experiment  on  beam-target  neutron  emission  has  been  performed  at  the  ELISE neutral  beam
test  facility  to investigate  the accuracy  of  Local  Mixing  Model  based  calculations  of  neutron  emission  of
relevance  for  the  design  of  neutron  diagnostics  at the  SPIDER  neutral  beam  prototype.  Compared  to  a
previous  experiment,  we  make  use of  fully  developed  infra-red  and  calorimetry  diagnostics  to include
accurate  data  on  beam  profile  and  current  in the  calculations.  Results  show  that  variations  of  the neutron
emission  can  be predicted  with  an  accuracy  better  than  10%,  which  compares  to  30%  in our previous
investigation.  At the  same  time,  convincing  evidence  of  diffusion  effects  beyond  the  Local  Mixing  Model
is  identified  in the  data.  Implications  of  these  findings  for neutron  emission  at  SPIDER  are  discussed.

© 2017  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

In fusion plasmas, 2.5 MeV  neutron measurements are tradition-
ally used to provide information of the fuel ion energy distribution
in tokamaks [1–3]. More recently, as the focus of fusion research
progressively shifts from physics to technological applications,
2.5 MeV  neutron detectors using Gas Electron Multipliers [4] have
been also proposed as diagnostics of the beam homogeneity for
the SPIDER and MITICA Neutral Beam Injection Prototypes (NBI)
in Padua. The detector exploits the beam-target neutron emission

∗ Corresponding author at: Dipartimento di Fisica “G. Occhialini”, Universitá di
Milano-Bicocca, Milano, Italy.

E-mail address: gabriele.croci@cern.ch (G. Croci).

that occurs when the deuterium beam penetrates in the metallic
dump of the NBI prototype.

In order to investigate the detailed physics behind this process
and aid the detector design, in 2014 a parasitic experiment [5]
was performed at the ELISE facility [6,7] of the Max  Planck Insti-
tut für Plasmaphysik in Garching. In this first study, a calibrated
EJ301 liquid scintillator was  used to measure neutron emission and
benchmark calculations based on the Local Mixing Model (LMM)
of deuterium implantation in the dump. The experimental results
were generally found to be consistent with calculations but, at a
detailed level, an overestimation of up to 30% of the emission was
often observed.

A dedicated experiment was  performed at ELISE to clarify this
discrepancy and is presented here. The new study makes use of
fully developed infra-red and calorimetry diagnostics to provide

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fusengdes.2017.03.152
0920-3796/© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Beam profiles measured during the neutron emission experiment with the ELISE infra-red camera and normalised to unity. Measurements are shown at t = 800, 1200
and  1600 s (from left to right). The times indicated here refer to those in Fig. 2.

more accurate input data for the calculations. Results are analysed
as a test of the capability of the LMM  to predict the magnitude of
neutron emission in beam-target reactions and to trace possible
evidence of diffusion effects beyond the LMM  in the data.

2. Beam-target neutron emission experiment

The neutron emission experiment we performed consists in a
set of pulses at increasing value of the beam current (I) in the range
I = 5–17 A and at a fixed total voltage V = 30 kV. The beam optics
was carefully designed so to illuminate most of the dump surface
and to achieve very similar beam profiles when the machine was
operated at increasing values of the current (see Fig. 1). An infra-
red (IR) camera was used to measure the beam profile in each of
the discharges we performed. The profile was determined by an
image of the infrared map  from the dump and which, after careful
analysis, provides the power density distribution (W/m2) on the
dump on a 30 × 30 grid.

Neutron emission from the dump was monitored by means of
the same neutron detector used in our previous experiment [5], i.e.
a calibrated EJ301 liquid scintillator produced by Scionix and cou-
pled to a Hamamatsu H10580 photomultiplier tube. Signals from
the liquid scintillator were recorded by a 14 bit, 400 MS/s digitiser
based on the ATCA platform [8,9]. A standard neutron/gamma-ray
separation algorithm was adopted to discriminate the 3 times more
abundant neutrons from gamma-rays and with an estimated failure
rate of 5.7%, independently of the beam current.

In order to interpret data, for each of the pulse we  performed,
the expected time dependent neutron yield was determined based
on the Local Mixing Model (LMM)  of deuterium deposition in the
dump made by 99% of copper. As in [5], we used the TRansport of
Ion in Matter (TRIM) code [10] to evaluate the beam penetration in
the dump. This was the input to calculate the local deuterium den-
sity nD(x, t), from which the neutron yield y(x, t) (neutrons/m3/s) is
obtained as y(x, t) = nD(x, t)�(x, t)�. Here, x indicates an axis ortho-
gonal to the dump surface. � and � are the impinging deuterium
flux and the (energy dependent) 2.5 MeV  neutron cross-section,
respectively. As more deuterium is implanted in the dump, the con-
centration nD(x, t) increases with time until a saturation level is
reached (20% of total atoms based on our previous experiment).
The total neutron emission Y, which is obtained by integrating
y(x, t) over the dump volume, depends on time, as it reflects the
increasing deuterium concentration in the dump until it reaches
the steady state condition. An essential parameter for the simula-
tions is the impinging deuterium flux �, that is obtained from the
current I, whose precise evaluation requires additional care. In our
first experiment, we estimated the current reaching the dump by
the total extracted current Iex, i.e. the negative ion current that is
extracted from the radio-frequency source. The accelerated current
reaching the dump, Iacc, can be however different from Iex, up to

about 20–30%, as some ions are stopped by the grounded grid and
the ground shield in their path from the radio-frequency source to
the dump [11]. An important improvement of our new experiment
has been the capability to precisely evaluate the current reaching
the dump, Iacc, thanks to water calorimetry measurements at ELISE
[12].

3. Results

Fig. 2 left shows the neutron counting rate during our experi-
ment, which consisted of 170 pulses performed in 3 consecutive
days after a few days of technical tests in the third deuterium
campaign at ELISE. For each pulse we  collected data for 10 s and
evaluated the average counting rate per pulse shown in the fig-
ure. The x axis is the cumulated beam time, i.e. the effective time
of beam operations, net of pauses. The current values that were
actually delivered by the machine are shown in Fig. 2 right. We
aimed in particular at performing measurements at I = 7, 12, 15 and
17 A, where the first value corresponds to a region where <10% dis-
crepancies between calculations and data were found in our first
experiment. In order to reach the highest currents we optimised
Cesium conditioning of the radio-frequency source, the effect of
which is seen, for example, in the moderately rising slope at t = 600 s
in Fig. 2 right. The acceleration voltage was  always stable at 30 kV.

As neutron emission responds to changes of the current reaching
the calorimeter, as well as to the build up of deuterium concen-
tration in the dump, for each value of Iex we performed several
pulses until a sufficiently stationary neutron rate was observed so
to enable a clean comparison between data and simulations. This
is shown by the dashed and dotted lines in Fig. 2 left, where cal-
culation results based on Iex and Iacc are displayed together. As the
simulation provides the neutron emission Y as a function of time,
we need to evaluate the calibration coefficient k that converts from
Y to the experimentally measured neutron rate rn. Similarly to our
previous experiment we  have determined k by the ratio between
measurements and simulations using data points at I = 7 A, so that
here the two  simulation curves are superimposed on each other.
When this is done, from the results of Fig. 2 we observe that, at
t > 600 s, calculations based on Iacc agree better with experimental
results, as expected, showing that well calibrated neutron measure-
ments are sensitive even to current variations smaller than 20%,
such as the difference between Iex and Iacc. As far as the beginning
phase (t < 100 s) at I = 7 A is concerned, we note that our model is less
accurate. This is due to some missing beam profile measurements
during the technical discharges performed in the days preceding
our experiment and is reflected in some uncertainties in our deter-
mination of the detailed build up of deuterium concentration before
full saturation is reached (stationary neutron emission) at t > 300 s.

A closer inspection to Fig. 2 however reveals that, albeit at the
level of <10%, there still seems to be a systematic discrepancy
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Fig. 2. (left) Measured neutron rate in the experiment performed at ELISE. Data (dots) are compared to a calculation based on the LMM  and using as input either the extracted
ionic  current (Iex , blue-dashed) or the accelerated current determined by calorimetry measurements (Iacc , red-dotted). The error bars on the data are of the same size as the
dots.  (right) Values of Iacc and Iex delivered by the machine during the experiment. The drop of Iacc at t ≈ 1100 s is due to a fault of the calorimeter diagnostic in one pulse. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Ratio between neutron emission the calculations based on Iacc and Iex and
measured data of Fig. 2.

between measurements and Iacc based simulations. This is bet-
ter indicated by the simulation-to-experiment ratio in Fig. 3, from
which we note that Iacc based calculations tend to overestimate
neutron emission. On the contrary, Iex based calculations always
underestimate emission, but the agreement with measurements
is improved as I gets larger. Compared to our former experiment,
where we observed a disagreement at the level of ≈30% already
at I = 8–10 A, we can conclude that an accurate knowledge of the
beam profile and current is essential for a reliable determination of
the neutron emission and improves the agreement to a better than
10% level. The discrepancies observed earlier were most likely due
to insufficient input diagnostic information. At the same time, how-
ever, we found no way to reconcile the remaining difference and we
conclude that some additional deuterium diffusion caused by tem-
perature effects away from the saturation state must be included in
the model to completely account for the observations. This process,
which is outside the LMM  used here, does not play a very impor-
tant role at the currents and voltages we have tested so far, as we
were able to predict neutron emission with an accuracy better than
10%. However, our data provide reasonable evidence that diffusion
outside the LMM is at play in beam-target neutron emission experi-
ments and becomes progressively more important as I is increased,
as shown in Fig. 3.

4. Discussion

The experiment described in this paper was performed at beam
current values I = 7–17 A and at a fixed acceleration voltage of
30 kV in pulses lasting 10 seconds each. A maximum discrep-
ancy of about 10% was observed between measurements and
simulations once complete diagnostic information on the beam
parameters were carefully included in the calculations under well

controlled conditions. For comparison, SPIDER is meant to operate
with I = 40 A, V = 100 kV, up to 1 h beam pulses and a twice larger
beam dump. The power I · V delivered on the dump by the beam
at SPIDER will therefore be about 8 times larger compared to
our experiment. If we assume that deuterium diffusion outside
the LMM  scales as the beam power density, LMM  based neutron
emission calculations for SPIDER [13] may  be overestimated by up
to a factor 1.4. This suggests that a quantification of the diffusion
coefficient that needs to be added to the neutron emission model is
needed for reliable predictions at SPIDER. In this paper, we do not
have data at I > 17 V and V > 30 kV to aim at this quantification, but
we limit ourselves to highlighting the parameters (beam profile,
current on the dump) that are important for careful beam-target
neutron calculations and to providing clear experimental evidence
of the role of diffusion effects beyond the LMM in beam-target
neutron emission. At the same time, we mention here that such
quantification may  be possible in future high power deuterium
campaigns at ELISE if the machine is operated at parameters close
to the maximum design performance, i.e. I = 20 A and V = 60 kV. This
would correspond to a power on the dump of 1.2 MW,  i.e. still a
factor of 3 less than SPIDER, but also a factor 2 more than obtained
at the largest currents of the present experiment, which is judged
relevant to quantitatively study deuterium diffusion effects.

5. Conclusions

A dedicated experiment on beam-target neutron emission has
been performed at the ELISE neutral beam test facility to inves-
tigate the accuracy of Local Mixing Model based calculations of
neutron emission of relevance for the design of neutron diagnostics
at SPIDER. Compared to a previous investigation, the experiment
made use of fully developed beam current and profile diagnostics.
We find that variations of the neutron emission can be described
with an accuracy better than 10% at V = 30 kV and I = 7–17 A, which
compares to about 30% in the previous experiment where no accu-
rate knowledge of the beam profile and current was available. The
emission is mostly sensitive to variations of the current hitting the
dump. At a more detailed level, the experimental results also reveal
that diffusion effects beyond the Local Mixing Model are at play in
beam-target reactions and may  reduce neutron emission up to a
factor 1.4 in full power operations at SPIDER compared to a previous
evaluation.
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Neutron measurements at the ELISE neutral beam test facility
and implications for neutron based diagnostics at SPIDER
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Along the route to the development of a neutral beam injector for ITER, the Padua based Source for
Production of Ion of Deuterium Extracted from Rf plasma (SPIDER) and megavolt ITER injector and
concept advancement facilities will make use of neutron diagnostics to quantify the homogeneity of
the neutral beam profile by measuring the map of the neutron emission from the beam dump with
the close-contact neutron emission surface mapping (CNESM) system. Neutrons are here produced
from beam-target reactions between the deuterium beam and the deuterons previously adsorbed in
the calorimeter. In order to aid the interpretation of the diagnostic data, a dedicated experiment on
neutron emission from beam-target reactions with beam parameters approaching those expected at
SPIDER has been performed at the Extraction from a Large Ion Source Experiment (ELISE) neutral
beam test facility. The time trace of neutron emission has been measured using a calibrated liquid
scintillator detector at increasing power densities on the target. Compared to calculations based on
the local mixing model, a systematic discrepancy was observed exceeding the statistical accuracy
of the measurements and increasing as a linear function of the power density. The data are used to
derive an empirical temperature dependent correction for applications to neutron measurements at
SPIDER. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5036823

I. INTRODUCTION

The PRIMA (Padova Research on ITER Megavolt Accel-
erator) neutral beam test facility which is designed to demon-
strate the feasibility of a prototype neutral beam injector
for ITER is under construction in Padova, Italy.1,2 PRIMA
includes the negative ion source SPIDER (Source for Pro-
duction of Ion of Deuterium Extracted from Rf plasma) and
the full power injector MITICA (Megavolt ITER Injector and
Concept Advancement). SPIDER is the necessary step before
MITICA because it has to demonstrate extraction and acceler-
ation to 100 keV of a large negative ion hydrogen or deuterium
beam with uniform intensity and low divergence. In order
to well estimate the beam uniformity and divergence, a set
of diagnostics including the CNESM (close-contact neutron
emission surface mapping) system have been designed.3 The
CNESM system is based on Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM)
detectors for neutron detection with the aim to resolve the 2D
beam intensity profile in deuterium operations at SPIDER.4–7

Here, fusion reactions between beam deuterons and deuterons
implanted in the copper beam dump will produce about
1012 neutrons/s spread over 1 m2. Then the footprint of the

Note: Paper published as part of the Proceedings of the 22nd Topical Confer-
ence on High-Temperature Plasma Diagnostics, San Diego, California, April
2018.
a)Electronic mail: f.song@campus.unimib.it
b)Electronic mail: massimo.nocente@mib.infn.it

deuterium beam that hits the dump can be retrieved from the
spatial map of the neutron emission intensity obtained by the
CNESM.8–10 In SPIDER, CNESM will be benchmarked by
the Short-Time Retractable Instrumented Kalorimeter Exper-
iment (STRIKE), an inertially cooled calorimeter as the main
diagnostics for the beam profile mainly based on Infrared (IR)
measurements. As IR measurements cannot be used on MIT-
ICA due to engineering constraints, the experience gained
at SPIDER will be instrumental to make CNESM the ref-
erence system for deuterium beam profile measurements on
MITICA.11 In order to aid the detector development, neu-
tron emission from D(d,n)3He reactions in the beam target
experiment must be investigated first.

A parasitic experiment was first performed at the Extrac-
tion from a Large Ion Source Experiment (ELISE) facility.12

The time evolution of beam-target neutron emission from the
dump was measured by using a calibrated EJ301 liquid scin-
tillator and has been compared with calculations based on
the Local Mixing Model (LMM)13,14 on a relative scale. Cal-
culations could reproduce the general qualitative features of
the measured time trace of neutron emission but, at a more
quantitative level, overestimated the neutron emission up to
30%, which could be due to systematic uncertainties of the
input data. Benefiting from later refinements of the method to
analyze data from the diagnostic calorimeter,11 a moderate dis-
crepancy up to 12% between the LMM based calculation and
data in the power range 160 kW to 440 kW has been revealed

0034-6748/2018/89(10)/10I139/5/$30.00 89, 10I139-1 Published by AIP Publishing.
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in a new experiment.15 This, if extrapolated to SPIDER, would
imply a deficit as large as 70% in full power deuterium oper-
ations. On the other hand, the power density on the dump at
SPIDER will be a factor four larger than the values tested at
ELISE in our previous experiment15 and a linear, empirical
extrapolation of our results to SPIDER might be questionable.

To the purpose of verifying whether the deficit still extrap-
olates linearly toward the beam power expected at SPIDER, we
have performed a dedicated experiment that explores a param-
eter range approaching the maximum capabilities allowed by
the ELISE facility16 of the Max Planck Institut für Plasma-
physik (IPP) (Garching, Germany), where the beam power
was scanned from about 200 kW to 950 kW by modifying the
beam current and/or voltage in a controlled manner. Particular
attention was paid to ensuring a constant beam size and pro-
file as the power was scanned. A neutron detector was used
to monitor the time trace of neutron emission and the result
has been compared with LMM based calculations on a rela-
tive scale (see below). The results are also used to determine
an empirical correction for CNESM applications at SPIDER.

II. BEAM-TARGET NEUTRON EMISSION
EXPERIMENT
A. Operation of pulsed deuterium beams

ELISE is a half size ITER neutral beam injection (NBI)
test facility which can produce a negative ion beam up to
60 keV for 10 s (s) every 3 min.17,18 The experiment here
described is based on 231 deuterium pulses in 3 different exper-
imental days. For each pulse, we measured the time trace of
the neutron emission as a function of time with the calibrated
liquid scintillator described below. The filling pressure was set
to 0.6 Pa and the operation parameters including the average
beam currents, high voltages (HV), and power on the dump in
the experiment are shown in Table I. For pulses marked by an
asterisk, the power on the dump was gradually increased up
to the target value. For those pulses, the starting value of the
power, HV, and current used are also indicated within paren-
theses. The highest beam power deposited on the dump was
achieved at about 950 kW.

A copper calorimeter (with a total surface of 1.2 m ×
1.2 m) consists of 30 × 30 blocks11 and is placed at a

TABLE I. Operation parameters of the deuterium beam in the neutron
emission experiment.

Nr. pulses Power (kW) HV (keV) Current (A)

4 190 30.1 6.3
20 214 30.1 7.1
22 304 30.1 10.1
21 397 35.1 11.3
21 500 37.6 13.3
23 605 42 14.4
16∗ 683 (160) 46.5 (30.1) 14.7 (5.3)
22 706 47.1 15
28 784 49.3 15.9
8∗ 592 (210) 44.5 (35) 13.3 (6.0)
21 655 45.5 14.4
25 898 54.1 16.6

distance of 3.5 m from the extraction and acceleration system19

to stop the beam. Each block is made of pure copper (38 × 38
× 25 mm) and can be considered as an inertial dump. It is
cooled down in the time interval between two consecutive
pulses by the cooling system on the rear side of the blocks.
The side facing the beam is coated with molybdenum disulfide
(MoS2) to perform IR analysis. This is done by a FLIR A655sc
IR micro-bolometer camera which is triggered 5 s before the
HV phase and acquires IR images for 1 min, including the 10 s
beam time. Thermocouples installed in 48 copper blocks of
the calorimeter make it possible to calibrate the camera on an
absolute scale. From the power deposition on the calorimeter
surface, one can then determine a 2D profile of the beam cur-
rent on the dump, as well as the beam size and uniformity for
later use in the calculations (see Sec. III). A 2D beam power
map (profile) at low (300 kW) and high (900 kW) power depo-
sition (W/m2) is shown in Fig. 1. The profile is very similar
in the two cases as, in the experiment, we have designed the
beam parameters on purpose to achieve comparable profiles at
different powers.

B. Time trace of neutron emission measurements

Neutron emission is measured by the calibrated Scionix-
EJ301A liquid scintillator used also in our previous experi-
ment.12 The scintillator measures the neutron counting rate
and was coupled to an active base H10580 Hamamatsu photo-
multiplier tube (PMT). The detector was installed in vicinity
of one of the two inner walls of the ELISE facility, at a dis-
tance of approximately 2.8 m behind the beam dump and with
same experimental arrangement described in Ref. 12. Signals
coming from the detector were digitized by means of a 14 bit,
400 MS/s custom digitizer based on the Advanced Telecom-
munications Computing Architecture (ATCA) platform.20,21

A neutron low energy threshold of 1.15 MeV was used in the
measurements. Neutron/gamma-ray discrimination is based on
standard long/short gate charge integration. We estimate the
probability of a wrong neutron/gamma-ray event discrimina-
tion to be about 6%. A neutron/gamma-ray ratio of about 3
was found experimentally.

III. LOCAL MIXING MODEL BASED CALCULATIONS

Neutron emission calculations are based on the LMM
model of deuterium implantation in the dump, where diffusion
or migration of deuterium is neglected once it is implanted. In
more details, the flux of deuterium beam on the ith row and
jth column block of the dump, at a depth z and at a time t,
Φi ,j(z, t), can be calculated as

Φi,j(z, t)=Φi,j(0, t)

(
1 −

∫ z

0
p(x)dx

)
. (1)

Here p(x) is the probability for the deposition of a deuteron at
a depth x and depends on the incident energy significantly. In
the LMM, no other reactions but deposition has been assumed
and the probability of deposition in depth has been normalised
to one. The TRansport of Ion in Matter (TRIM) code22 has
been applied to calculate the p(x) for 27-60 keV incident
deuterons with a step of 0.5 keV. The dump density was set to
8.902 g/cm3. Φi ,j(0, t) is the incident deuterium flux. This is
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FIG. 1. Beam profile measured in the neutron emis-
sion experiment by the ELISE infra-red camera at low
(300 kW, left) and high (900 kW, right) power deposition.

in turn given by

Φi,j(0, t)=
Ii,j

∆S · q
, (2)

where I i ,j is the current that reaches the ith row and jth column
block of the dump, ∆S is the area of each block, and q is the
ion charge. I i ,j is obtained by dividing the known power on
each block by the acceleration voltage.

The time resolved neutron yield from the dump Y (t) can
be determined from Φi ,j(z, t) as

Y (t)=
30∑
i=1

30∑
j=1

∫ R

0
Φi,j(z, t)ni,j(z, t)σ(z, t)dz × ∆S. (3)

Here, ni ,j(z, t) is the time dependent number of deuterons that
get deposited per unit volume at a depth z, and σ(z, t) is the
D(d,n)3He neutron production cross section (see below).

Ion implantation of hydrogen isotopes into metals can
yield high concentrations of atoms.23 The concentration here
is defined as the percentage of deuterons to target atoms per
unit volume. As the incident deuterons penetrate in the dump,
the local deuteron concentration increases until a maximum
is reached (saturation) and which depends on the target mate-
rial.13 Based on the results of our previous experiment,9,12 we
have used 20% as concentration at saturation.24

The cross section σ(z, t) is related to the deuteron energy.
The energies of deuterons at depth z have been calculated by
using the total stopping power data from the TRIM code so as

FIG. 2. Deuteron energy (left scale) and the D(d,n)3He cross section (right
scale) as a function of depth at 40 keV.

to convert the energy dependent D(d,n)3He cross section to a
function that depends on the depth z. Figure 2 shows an exam-
ple of the deuteron energy and the D(d,n)3He cross section as
a function of depth for 40 keV incident deuterons. From the
figure, we note that the effective layer from which neutrons
are produced is only 0.5 µm thick and that most neutrons are
produced within the first 0.2 µm.

IV. RESULTS

Before the dedicated experiment, a set of experiments
with a 22-44 keV deuterium beam was performed from the
beginning of the deuterium campaign so that we could assume
that deuterium density reached saturation before our dedicated
investigation. Figure 3 shows the LMM based calculation of
the time trace of neutron emission together with the measure-
ment in our dedicated experiment. The calculation is based on
Eq. (3) and uses as input the measured diagnostic informa-
tion on the beam (current, voltage, and profile). In general, the
LMM based calculation reproduces the basic features of the
emission, i.e., the step ladder increase of the neutron yield as
the beam power on the target is increased. In order to compare
simulations and measurements in a more quantitative way, the
conversion coefficient k from Y (t) (neutron/s from the target)
to the detector counting rate must be determined. As k depends
only on the neutron transport from the dump to the detector,
it can be empirically evaluated by the ratio between the simu-
lation and measurements at one experimental point where the

FIG. 3. Calculated neutron emission from the dump as a function of time (left
axis) compared to the measured counting rate (right axis).
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FIG. 4. (top) Beam power impinging on the dump as a function of time (bot-
tom) Ratio between the calculated and measured neutron yield as a function
of time.

LMM based calculation is assumed to be correct, and data at
200 kW on the dump between t = 114 s and t = 209 s have
been used to calculate k.

Using this value, we can then compare measurements and
calculations on a quantitative ground, albeit on a relative scale,
as shown in Fig. 4. If the LMM model held exactly at any
power on the dump, we would expect a ratio between the
calculated and experimental neutron rate C/E = 1, but this
contradicts the experimental data. Instead, we observe that
the model calculates systematically more neutrons than found
experimentally, i.e., C/E > 1. A graph of C/E as a function
of the power on the dump (Fig. 5) shows a linear correlation
between the two parameters, but for a few outliers. These cor-
respond to the first few pulses of each experimental day when,
presumably, a full saturation of the deuterium concentration
in the dump was not yet reached. A linear fit to the data of
Fig. 5 yields C/E = (7.1 ± 0.1) × 10−4 × Power + (0.841
± 0.008). The C/E values obtained by the experimental fit in
this paper agree within 5% with those found in our previous
study15 in the lower power range where the two experiments
overlap.

FIG. 5. Ratio C/E between the calculated and measured neutron emission as
a function of the power on the dump.

FIG. 6. Temperature dependent saturation rate as a function of the tempera-
ture difference after and before the beam irradiation.

V. DISCUSSION

LMM based calculations require three measured quanti-
ties as input, i.e., the beam profile, the current on the dump,
and the beam voltage. Each of them has an estimated uncer-
tainty of 5%, which yields to an uncertainty in the calculation
and is reflected in the fluctuation of the points at each constant
power level in Fig. 5. Although this is certainly a visible effect,
its magnitude is lower than the systematic trend of the deficit
observed in the same figure and we judge it to have a negligible
impact on our conclusion on the discrepancy between LMM
based calculation and data.

In order to understand the results of Fig. 5, we can make
the hypothesis that the dominant effect is a reduction of the
deuterium concentration at saturation as a function of temper-
ature. Qualitatively, one can expect temperature to promote
the diffusion of deuterium in the dump and we here spec-
ulate that this is manifested in the different concentrations
reached at saturation as a function of temperature. The IR
diagnostics installed at ELISE determines the difference ∆T
between the average temperature of each individual block
of the beam dump before and after irradiation.11 By defin-
ing the hypothetical temperature dependent saturation rate
(HTDSR) as the concentration at saturation required to exactly
match the experimental data at each temperature, we can
use the results of the experiment to find HTDSR as a func-
tion of ∆T averaged over the dump surface (Fig. 6). As
for Fig. 3, we have assumed that the concentration at sat-
uration is 20% at a power of 200 kW. Data show a linear
decrease of HTDSR versus ∆T which is described as HTDSR
= −4.35 × 10−4 × ∆T + 0.218. This formula can be used as
an empirical correction for neutron emission calculations at
SPIDER.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A dedicated experiment on beam-target neutron emission
has been performed at the ELISE neutral beam test facility to
study the discrepancy between measurements and calculations
in a power density range approaching that of SPIDER. The
time trace of the neutron emission has been monitored by a
calibrated neutron detector and the local mixing model has
been applied for predictions. The ratio between calculations
and measurements (C/E) on a relative scale has been found
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to exceed unity beyond the observed fluctuation level of the
data points at constant power and to scale linearly with the
beam power in the range 200 kW–950 kW. Assuming this
can be explained by a temperature dependent saturation rate
of deuterons in the target, an empirical correction to neutron
emission calculations for applications at SPIDER has been
derived.
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a b s t r a c t

A telescope proton recoil spectrometer consisting of a 500 μm thick silicon detector and a 2.54 cm × 2.54 cm
YAP:Ce inorganic scintillator has been developed to measure the neutron spectrum at ChipIr, a fast neutron beam
line that has recently started operations at the ISIS neutron source in the UK. The spectrometer has been tested
with protons in the range 5–80 MeV at the INFN-LNS cyclotron accelerator. The light yield of the YAP scintillator
to protons has been characterized relative to gamma-rays of same energies and found to scale linearly with the
proton energy in the whole range. Background rejection using a 𝛥E-E technique by combining data from the
silicon and YAP:Ce detectors has also been tested successfully.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The new beam-line ChipIr has been built at the ISIS neutron source
of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (UK) for neutron irradiation of
electronic and avionic devices and systems [1]. ChipIr is designed to
provide a fast neutron spectrum that mimics the atmospheric one with
approximately 108 − 109 times higher intensity at ground level [2].
The neutron energy spectrum and the flux spatial distribution of fast
neutron beam-lines (e.g. ChipIr) are determined on the basis of Monte
Carlo calculations that try to reproduce the complexity of nuclear and
intra-nuclear interactions up to 800 MeV. Direct measurements of these
quantities are needed for the characterization of the neutron flux,
to benchmark the simulations, and for a better understanding of the
underlying physics of this type of facilities.

A Telescope Proton Recoil spectrometer (TPR) has been developed
for measuring the fast neutron spectrum in the energy range 10 MeV
< 𝐸𝑛 < 120 MeV [3]. The TPR system is composed by a plastic scatterer
to convert neutrons into recoil protons and a high resolution proton
spectrometer. The latter is based on a YAP:Ce fast inorganic scintillator

* Corresponding authors.
E-mail addresses: fengs9115@gmail.com (S. Feng), carlo.cazzaniga@stfc.ac.uk (C. Cazzaniga).

with an energy resolution in the range 5%–10% at 0.6 MeV and a
fast decay time (< 50 ns) to minimize pileup for operations at high
background counting rates (say, 100 kHz - 1 MHz background induced
by environmental 𝛾-rays) [4]. The scintillator is used in coincidence with
a silicon (Si) detector (𝛥E measurement) for background reduction and
particle discrimination [5]. In order to characterize the performance of
YAP:Ce scintillator as a proton spectrometer, measurements of its light
yield to protons have been previously performed [4] at the Uppsala
tandem accelerator in the energy range 4–8 MeV and at the Legnaro
Tandem ALPI-PIAVE accelerator in 9–20 MeV energy range [6]. In those
tests, a 2.54 cm × 0.2 cm thick YAP crystal was used and the whole
detector concept was latter assessed for the first time at the VESUVIO
beam line [3,7].

In this work, we extend the characterization of the light yield of a
2.54 cm × 2.54 cm (diameter × height) YAP:Ce scintillator to protons
with energies up to 80 MeV, such as those needed to determine the
neutron spectrum up to 150 MeV at ChipIr. In particular, we determine
the linearity of the light yield in this energy range and discuss the results
in view of applications at ChipIr.
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2. Experimental setup

The TPR neutron spectrometer consists of a 2.54 cm × 2.54 cm
YAP:Ce scintillator and a Si detector (2.54 cm × 0.5 mm). The entrance
of the YAP scintillator was covered by a 30 μm thick Al foil for the
optimization of light collection. The Si detector was also covered by
a layer of 30 μm thick Al foil on two sides to shield from light and
electromagnetic noise.

The YAP scintillator was coupled to a Hamamatsu R9420–100–
10mod Photo-multiplier-tube (PMT) and operated with negative voltage
at 650 V so to cover the whole proton energy range. The Si detector
was equipped with a low-noise current preamplifier (CIVIDEC C2). The
detector is reverse biased at +170 V. All signals were fed directly into a
500 MSamples/s digitizer (CAEN DT5730) and were saved by triggering
the signals on YAP scintillator. The waveforms are then analyzed off-line
for coincidence and pulse height analysis.

The measurements have been performed with 62 MeV and 80 MeV
proton beams using the cyclotron accelerator at INFN-LNS. Aluminum
foils of different thicknesses have been used to reduce the energy of
protons impinging on the TPR spectrometer and obtain measurement
points in the 5–80 MeV range. As the flux of the direct proton beam
would be too intense to measure, a Rutherford scattering configuration
has been used to reduce the flux on detectors. This was obtained by
using a 0.25 mm thick polyethylene target as a scatterer to produce
recoil protons from the primary beam. The TPR spectrometer was then
placed at a distance of 30.8 cm from the target with an angle of 27◦

with respect to the incident proton beam. The angle was chosen to be
large enough so that the detectors and their supporting structures did
not intercept the beam but, at the same time, so to ensure a high enough
signal on the detector.

3. TPR coincidence measurements

3.1. Background rejection and particle discrimination

Two events, recorded by the Si detector (𝛥E) and by the YAP:Ce
scintillator (E) with a same trigger, are considered to be coincident if
the time interval 𝛥t between them falls within an acceptance window.
The center of this time window 𝑇𝑐 was determined by observing the
peak which stands out from a continuum of random coincidences in a
histogram of 𝛥t vs coincidence events. We obtained 𝑇𝑐 = 27.6 ns and
30.4 ns for measurements at proton energies of 62 MeV and 80 MeV,
respectively, with corresponding widths of 10 ns and 12 ns.

The energies deposited by charged particles on the two detectors
allow to produce identification (ID) maps mathematically described by
the Bethe formula [8,9], where the bending radius of each ID depends on
the charge and mass of the ion species. This makes particle identification
possible, such as shown by the 𝛥E–E contour plot in Fig. 1. Here we can
easily distinguish protons as main contributors to the most intense ID,
which stands out from a structure-less background due to 𝛾-rays. Above
the proton signature, there are then other particles which are separated
by the different charge and mass: deuterons, tritons, 3He and 𝛼. The
intensity of these signatures is however less pronounced than protons, as
the lower interaction cross section compared to nuclear elastic scattering
and higher stopping power in air, Al foils, and Si detector.

3.2. Measured pulse height spectra

Pulse height spectra (PHS) on the YAP scintillator were obtained
after coincidence analysis. Fig. 2 shows the PHS with incoming protons
at 62 MeV and 80 MeV without Al foils in front of the spectrometer. The
most important feature of the PHS is the peak at the maximum pulse
height position, that is the contribution of proton elastic scattering on
carbon (Peak𝐶 ). The contribution of scattering on hydrogen (Peak𝐻 )
and inelastic scattering on carbon can also be observed. As Peak𝐶 has
the highest energy and best resolution, we decided to use the position of

Fig. 1. 𝛥𝐸 − 𝐸 contour plot of coincidence events measured by the TPR. Elongated
structures (‘‘bananas’’) due to particles produced from the interaction of protons with
the polyethylene target can be clearly seen.

Fig. 2. Measured PHS on the YAP scintillator with 62 MeV and 80 MeV proton beams.

this peak to determine the relative light yield of the YAP:Ce detector as a
function of the incident proton energy (see Section 4.3). We can further
notice that the shape of the peak is not Gaussian, as one would expect
for a well collimated beam [6]. Detailed analysis reveals that it could
be resulted by protons scattering on air (see Section 4.2). The statistical
error on the PHS position Peak𝐶 is about 0.5%–2.3%.

4. Analysis and results

4.1. Calculations of incident proton energy

Al foils of different thicknesses were placed in front of the TPR
system to obtain a range of different proton energies on the TPR from
the two beam energies (62 and 80 MeV) available with the cyclotron
accelerator. The proton energy on the YAP scintillator after the Al
foils was calculated with two independent methods that were found to
be consistent. The first method was the simulation using the MCNPX
code [10] with the la150h library [11]. This determines the transport
of protons including scattering on the target and struggling in the Al
energy degrader and air. With the second method, the energy of the
scattered protons on carbon (on polyethylene) was derived analytically
based on the kinematical scattering model. Proton energies lost in air,
target, Al foils and silicon detector were determined based on the Pstar
library [12]. The two methods provided consistent results within 1%.

4.2. PHS analysis

The PHS has been analyzed by fitting the highest energy peak with
Gaussian functions. Fig. 3 shows an example of a fit for a measurement
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Fig. 3. Fit of the experimental data with different components that contribute to the
measured spectrum, as indicated in the legend. An empirical polynomial fit is used to
described the background.

with 80 MeV protons. In the analysis of each PHS we considered
components due to: (a) elastic scattering on carbon and on hydrogen; (b)
inelastic scattering on carbon; (c) scattering on air and (d) a continuous
background that is empirically described by a polynomial. The position
of the 12C elastic scattering peak is the most important parameter as it is
used to determine the relative light yield (see Section 4.3). At an energy
lower by 4.44 MeV with respect to the 12C elastic scattering peak we
then found a further peak from inelastic scattering on carbon, where
the energy difference corresponds to the first excited state of the 12C
nucleus. As oxygen and nitrogen have higher masses than 12C, scattering
by air determines a barely visible peak at even higher energies than
scattering on carbon.

Concerning the peak broadening, kinematics predicts wider peaks
when scattering occurs on lighter elements. This is why the elastic
scattering peak on hydrogen is significantly larger than that on 12C.

4.3. Calibrations and light output

In order to obtain the relation between proton energy and relative
light yield, we must provide the PHS with an energy scale. In our
experiment we decided to adopt the equivalent electron energy (MeV𝑒𝑒)
scale, so that the light yield for protons at an energy 𝐸𝑝 is expressed
relative to 𝛾-rays of same energy 𝐸𝛾 = 𝐸𝑝. To this end, we have
calibrated the PHS with 137Cs (0.662 MeV) and 60Co (1.17 and 1.33
MeV) 𝛾-ray sources prior to the proton measurements. A linear relation
between pulse height in channels (𝐶ℎ𝑛) and the electron equivalent
energy (𝐸𝑒𝑒) 𝐸𝑒𝑒 = 1.0523 × 10−2𝐶ℎ𝑛 − 0.02, as determined by the 𝛾-ray
calibration, has been used to calibrate the PHS.

With this input, from the position of the 12C elastic peak in the PHS
and in MeV𝑒𝑒 units, we were able to determine the curve of the relative
light yield of the YAP scintillator as a function of the proton energy, as
shown in Fig. 4. We find that the relative yield is linear for the set of
data obtained with beam energies of both 62 MeV (𝑅2 = 0.9988) and 80
MeV(𝑅2 = 0.9989).

Even though the slopes differ for the two data sets, measurements
obtained with a proton beam of 62 MeV show a relative light output
of (80.2 ± 0.2)%, while measurements obtained with a proton beam of
80 MeV provide a relatively reduced light output of (67.9 ± 0.8)%. After
an analysis of the possible causes we concluded that the problem was a
shift of the PMT gain from the first to the second set of measurements,
that were performed on different days. The calibrations with gamma

Fig. 4. 𝛥E–E contour plot of coincidence events measured by the TPR.

sources were done on the same day as the first set of measurements, so
it is reasonable to assume that the relative yield determined with these
data is the most accurate. As changes of the PMT gain are important
and have been already observed in the measurements reported in this
paper, we have now implemented a LED source driven by an external
pulser in the detector to monitor the long term stability of the PMTs for
applications at ChipIr.

5. Conclusion

A YAP:Ce scintillator based TPR spectrometer has been tested using
protons in the energy range 5 to 80 MeV by means of the cyclotron
accelerator at INFN-LNS. Background rejection and particle discrim-
ination capabilities have been successfully demonstrated using time
coincidence and 𝛥E–E measurements. The relative light yield of the YAP
scintillator was measured to be about 80% (with 10% uncertainty) with
respect to 𝛾-rays of same energy. Most importantly, the light yield scales
linearly with the proton energy in the whole range we have tested. This
demonstrates the possibility to use a YAP:Ce scintillator as the proton
spectrometer in a TPR detector concept for measurements of the neutron
spectrum up to 150 MeV at ChipIr.
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